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Here are the delegates who attended the pre-negotiating conference in Portland last week. They represent 17,000 workers in the canned salmon industry,
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$ MPLOYERS TRY TO FORCE COAST
TIE-UP TO WIN BACK OPEN SHOP
almon Unions
•utline
niform Policy

Big Gains
Made
By MEBA

PORTLAND—Following is a condensed version of the
Minutes of the MFP pre-negotiating conference for the
alined salmon industry, held at the AFU hall in Portland
,ast Week:
Called to order by MFP Secre-%

ry Bruce
Hannon. The following delegates were present:

Alaska Fishermen's Union:
%eh, S.F.; Johnsen, Portland;
ecker, Seattle; Lane, Belling• M; Olorson, Ketchikan; McDonald, Anchorage, and AnderBristol Bay.
Maritime Federation: Hannon,
.F,

Fishermen
Plan For
Unity

BELLINGHAM — Echoes o f
W ashing t on MIT District President William Hecker's des°linen 1: Harding, Seattle.
cending gavel at 10 a. m. this
Columbia River District Coun- morning (Dec. 4th) calling into
cil 3:
Bodine, Brost and Kell, session the 1st Annual Conven*Maria.
tion of the International FisherAlaska Sub-District Council 6: men and Allied Workers of Am'
. ansen. Ketchikan.
erica, reverberated up and down
Ainerican Communications As- the Pacific Coast from San Diego
,:ociation: Van Erman, Seattle to Bristol Bay. It symbolized a
d
vital step forward in the organiLaCoste, Portland.
Marine Cooks and Stewards: zational program of one of Aminergan, S.F.; Pakenhall, erica's great basic food indusPeattle, Fougerouse, Portland; tries.
Hooper and Ripa,
Step by step the labor movePortland.
l'arific Coast Fishermen's Lint- ment during the past few years
On:
Brost, Portland; Bambrick, has witnessed a steady progress
in the organizational program of
ztoria.
Copper River and Prince Wil- the various fishing groups. The
liam Sound
Fishermen: Hegeberg task of organizing and amalgaId F
mating the fishermen has proven
erkinstad, Cordova.
United Fishermen's Union: exceptionally difficult because of
•aniPe and Babarovich, Seattle; the large number of men engaged
„„8111P Wrights No. 1184, Seattle: In the industry who are totally
w igen.
unorganized, the existence of
ter national Association of near company unions and the dimachinists: Birch, Astoria; Lov- vision of men into crafts restric• '' 1Cennedy, Moran and Mikesell, ted to certain areas.
A
The First Annual Convention
ortiand; Sandvigen and Hamilton. Seattle.
of the International Fishermen
iAlaska Cannery Workers and Allied Workers of America
(tjCAPAW
,,
A): Woolf and Hen- representing five major units
S.F.; Mangaoang, Copati and and six locals with a combined
.
--enaalvas, Portland; Navea, Rojo membership of approximately
15,000 seafood workers, is a
and
, Es1)e, Seattle.
"nibla River Fishermen's Pro- glowing tribute to those inditective Union
(Astoria): Jarijarvi viduals who have indomitably
',d Larsen,
for the cannery work- worked, under terrific odds, to
'•13; Savola and Strandholm, for organize this important industhe
try.
11fishermen.
iv
The largest single unit of the
'‘anaed Secretary
Meeting
called to order and youthful international is the Alan
non
"non
elected chairman by ac- aska Fishermen's Union with a
Ina'tiorls Kell elected secretary. membership of 5,000, followed
Reports from the caucuses were by the United Fishermen's Union
,c1 on a
motion of Hooper (MC with a membership of 4,000 and
) the 13-point program of Dis- Columbia River Fishermen's Proiet Council
1 was adopted as a tective Union with 2,300, the Pafor discussion. Additional cific Coast Fishermen's Union
1)°,41 n t
p 14 and 15, were then with 1,700 and the Copper River
tH'ed to the
discussion by a ma- and Prince William Sound Fish"
i
Of Lane (AFIT), Motions by ermen's Union with 640.
"le (ACWII), Fougerouse
(M Trace Union History
In 1936 the Federated Fishers.
and Espe (ACWU) added
sonr more
points to the subjects men's Council was formed—the
'der discussion. Conference ad- first step forward in the amalgafor lunch.
mation of the various groups. The
Itenresentatives then discussed Alaska Fishermen's Union, Pacin
umerous points on the a- fic Coast Fishermen's Union, Copgenda as
per River, United Fishermen's
follows:
(4) "Are you in favor of joint Union and Prince William Sound
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 8)

hip Flag Transfer
S Dead, Say
plan to transfer American ships to
elgn registry is a closed chapter as far as the nation's
'litra,lity policy is concerned.
tar The President made this announcement through his secre, -.3',

f;)',12YASHINGTON—The

Stephen T. Early, before*.
— nig Washington.
would rescind its tentative apAlth°ugh the U. S. Lines' ap- proval of the request.
1:,:),eaption for 'shifting eight ships
He used the President's own
be reanansa registry still has to words In remarking that the di• vva Jected formally, Early said, rection in which the wind was
cinlY a matter of days be- blOWing must be evident to all
for 8the
.
Maritime Commission .persons.

114WU 1-10 President Henry Schmidt, left, was busy this week
testifying at the hearing by which shipowners hoped to make a
bleak Christmas for San Francisco longshoremen. Randolph Mengwether of MEBA, right, had the more pleasant duty of announcing
substantial pay increases for marine engineers on steam seinumers.

Yuletide Cheer!

Top Hats Want Bleak
Xmas For ILWU Men
SAN FRANCISCO—"God bless every one of you!" said
Tiny Tim in Dickens' famed "Christmas Carol." And even
old Scrooge's heart melted under the appeal of Christmas
cheer and good fellowship.
But Scrooge has some modern°,
competition now—a handful of
tight-fisted waterfront employers
who want to make this a hungry
and penniless Christmas for thousands of longshoremen, their
wives and ohildren.
In the drab Mission St. offices
of the Unemployment Reserves
Commission these employers and
By A. E. HARDING
their fancy mouth-pieces this
Threats of violence simmering
week argued that longshoremen
unemployed because they won't in the lumbering districts of the
scab on the striking ship clerks Pacific Northwest flared into an
should be denied the unemploy- organized vigilante attack Saturment insurance benefits legally day night (Dec. 22) when maurauding bands smashed into the
theirs.
None of the crowd of well- Finnish Workers Hall in Aberstuffed, cigar-chewing execu- deen, Wash., virtually demolishtives and lawyers who plead ing the interior of the building
the employers' case face a and burned the wreckage in a'bonbleak and penniless Christmas. fire on the city streets. The vigiFor their wives—fur coats; for lantes then roamed the streets
the wives of longshoremen— for hours, smashing windows in
Lhe AFL Central Labor Council
yesterday's stale bread.
Frank (Fink Hall) Foisie, and hurling stones at the home of
head of the Waterfront Employ- H. I. Tucker. Tucker is running
ers, sat contentedly puffing a for Secretary-Treasurer of the 1cigarette in a chromium-plated WA against Bertal McCarty.
high-priced
his
while
holder
Lone occupant of the Finnish
lawyers argued that the long- Hall when the raiders swooped
shoremen were entitled to no down was a caretaker who fled
were through a rear door. Although vibenefits because they
"somehow" responsible for the gilantes milled through the streets
Ship Clerks strike. Next to him for several hours, police denied
was heavy-jewled Frank Gregory, violence had occurred.
spokesman for the Dock CheckHowever, while police were
ers Employers Association. Be- ostensibly blithely innocent of
hind him were D. N. W. Hunter, any knowledge of vigilante viassistant operating manager for olence, they lost no time in
B. Camp, pier rounding up two CIO trade unMatson, and
agent for American-Hawaiian.
ionists the next day on trumped
Good Cheer?
up charges of "disorderly conChristmas will mean good li- duct."
quor, good cheer and sparkling
• Denee Dyer, business agent of
Christmas trees for them, but the IWA local, was arrested by
they're doing their damndest to patrolman Pete Popovac who desee that the 25th of December is clared Dyer "had provoked an
just another day on the calendar argument about why the police
for longshoremen a n d, their had not quelled the riot" and
kiddies.
(Continued on Page 6)
On Monday most of their quesat
Germaine
fired
tioning was
Bulcke, former longshore president (1-10) and now On the joint
labor relations committee for the
San Francisco harbor.
FRANCISCO—The Alaska
BulcIte, time and time again, Cannery
Workers will draw up
denied that time longshoremen
their 1940 demands and present
had any band in the Ship them to the
employers on JanuClerks' strike and pointed out ary 7,
reports Vincent Rendon,
must
be
authorthat all strikes
ACWI.I delegate to the coastwise
ized by the membership of the pre
-negotiating co nf erence in
striking union, and by that
Portland last week.
membership alone.
"We feel that a great deal was
limier question by union ataccomplished by the conference,"
torney Richard Gladstein, he
declare. "It cleared up many
Bulcke pointed out that em- of
the issues at stake and gave
representatives
ployer
h d
us a solid understanding from
never charged them with being which to
negotiate."
on strike. Furthermore, the
Rendon and George Woolf were
the delegates from ACWU No. 6.
(Continued on Page 6);

Vigilante
Terror in
Aberdeen

SAN FRANCISCO — Marine engineers this week won
widespread wage increases
and a vacation clause in an
agreement negotiated for the
steam schooner operations between the MEBA and the
Shipowners' Association of
the Pacific Coast.
The agreement upped wages in
all classifications and raised the
minimum pay for engineers from
$135 to $140 a month.
Chief engineers on all class of
boats were raised $25 a month.
Chiefs employed on boats with a
power tonnage of 5000-7000 now
receive $270 as compared to $245
in the old agreement. On Class B
boats (2500-5000 tons) chief engineers now get $260, and on
Class C boats, $240.
First assistant engineers won
$10 a month increases on all
class boats, and second and
third assistants won $5 raises.
In addition, assistant engineers
gained $1.25 an hour overtime
pay as compared to the old scale
of $1.
Room Allowance Boosted
In recognition of rising costs of
living the employes also granted
a 50 cents per day raise in room
rent allowances for MEBA members when in port, and board and
living quarters are furnished.
In the working conditions a
new clause was inserted:
"Licensed engineers shall not be
permitted to paint, chip, scale,
polish bright work, or any cleaning up work in engine department," This work, which in the
past some engineers have been
asked to do, belongs to firemen
and scalers.
Engineers also won a demand
for a minimum of two hours'
overtime for raising .steam in
port.
As a move to protect engineers
against war risk, the operators
declared: "We agree to give immediate consideration to taking
out adequate insurance to protect
the engineers against loss of
clothing and personal effects, etc.,
in case of shipwreck or disaster."
Vacation Clause
The vacation clause provides
for two weeks' vacation for all
engineers in continuous service of
one company for a year or more.
The vacation must be received before October 1, 1940. Vacations
can not be cuniulative, nor can
cash allowance be made in their
place.
Time agreement runs until September 30, 1940, and will be renewed for another year unless
either party gives 30 days' notice
of intention to terminate.
Signing the agreement for the
union were Randolph Meriwether, MEBA secretary; Harry D.
Norman, W. Peel and Ray H.
Robinson.

ACWU To Present
ILA Lost Battalion
1940 Demands Jan. 7 SAN FRANCISCO.—The "Lost
--Battalion" of the ILA eventually
SAN
will get to court with its demand
for the "right to work," it was
Indicated this week.
A decision by Superior Judge
T. M. Golden which newspapers
played up as a victory for the
35 ILA men merely entitles them
to go to court with their contention that they have the right to
work, ILWU attorneys explained.
An earlier attempt was lost.
Meanwhile the NLRB in
Washington asked the Supreme
Court to uphold the !EMU as
the exclusive bargaining agent
for West Coast longshoremen.

Flash!
All one can say is, "Save
January 13, 1940 for the time
of your life."
A big Moor Show and Dance
at the Scottish Rite Hall, with
2 Big Bands!

U. S. Board
Prepares
Regulations
By BJORNE BALLING
CIO Maritime Committee
WASHINGTON — The Bureau
of Marine Inspection and Navigation of the Department of Commerce has published draft copies
of its proposed Ocean and Coastwise General Rules and Regulations.
This proposed draft contains
provisions for the location, construction and equipment (includhmg lighting, heating and ventilation) of crew's quarters, messrooms, washrooms, toilets and
hospitals, sea-safety, etc.
It does not include rules or
regulations with respect to
shipping articles, hiring and
discharge of seamen, manning
scales, citizenship requirements, duties of shipping coins
missioners, authority of "C"
Investigating Boards, offenses
and punishments, etc., that goys
ern our lives.
We understand that the bureau is considering some change
with respect to such rules and
regulations. The bureau is inviting comment on the provisions of
the new rules from all interested
parties, and are supplying official
forms for comment or amendments.
Bearing in January
The bureau intends to hold a
public hearing in the auditorium
of the Department of Commerce
at Washington, D. C., on or before
January 17, 1940, at which all
Interested persons may appear to
present oral arguments on any of
the proposed rules.
Upon time termination of the
public hearing, the board of supervising inspectors will meet in
executive session to consider all
comments, both oral and written,
after which they will draft a final
edition for new rules and regulations, which, when approved by
the Secretary of Commerce, will
have the force of law.
Time comments submitted on the
forms supplied by the bureau
(Continued on Page 2.)

NMU Ends District,
Craft Division
NEW YORK.—Members of the
National Maritime Union in a
three - month referendum have
voted overwhelming approval of
the new constitution, drawn up at
the New Orleans convention in
July. The revised constitution will
go into effect January 1, 1940.
Exactly 16,793 votes were cast.
Voting approval of the constitution were 14,226.
Principal changes are:
I. Centralization of membership control by elimination of disdivisions.
.
Eli
of craft dis2. Elimination
tinction within the union. Formerly, a member belonged to one
of the three "divisions," deck,
engine, or stewards. Most meetings were held by divisions.
Under the new constitution
members will belong to the
union as a whole, with his craft
simply noted in ink on his
membership book.
3. Raising of dues from $1 a
month to $2 a month and the
elimination of assessments.

Strikers'Offer
of Arbitration
Is Rejected

SAN FRANCISCO — Waterfront employers this week
drove for a Pacific Coast tie-up to aid their fight for the
open shop as they flatly rejected striking Ship Clerks acceptance of a proposal to arbitrate the current dispute.

MFP Breaks
With Oregon
Federation
By GEORGE KELL
Secretary, Cohunbia, River District Council No. 3, Maritime
Federation of the Pacific
PORTLAND—Columbia River
District Council No. 3 of the
Maritime Federation of the Pacific at its regular meeting Dec.
5 voted unanimously not to send
delegates to the forthcoming convention of the Oregon Commonwealth Federation to be held in
Portland Dec. 9 and 10.
The principal reasons for the
move are:
1. The vicious anti-labor resolution that came out of the last
board of directors meeting. This
particular resolution advocated,
among other things, "congressional legislation stipulating that
the armed forces of the United
States shall not be used against
the citizenry, except in case of
actual armed insurrection." This
clause was inserted by Pres. S.
Stephenson Smith and Secretary
Monroe Sweetland. It was attacked by labor members of the
board as a "vicious piece of
criminal syndicalism legislation
interpret every
which
would
strike action of labor as insurrection." Time 1934 maritime strike
was cited as an example of how
employers are able to use troops
against the citizens on the pretext that a strike was an insurrection.
2. It endorses the huge rearmaments program and does it bit
by proposing four lane auto roads
for rapid troop transportation.
T hi e administration h a g announced that the rearmament program will cut down the relief
and security budget. In this light
the endorsement of the huge rearmament is a crime against the
American people.
3. Pro-war stand of the executive officers. The position
taken at the board of directors
meeting of the executive officers
was contrary to that taken by the
labor movement. In opposition to
the labor movement stand "that
labor has no stake in this war,"
they took a strong pro-ally position that leads to war.
Their position was attacked by
various labor leaders as "war
(Continued on Page 6)

In a brief, "No, Mr. Bloch, we
won't arbitrate," Gregory Harrison, big shot attorney month-piece
for the top hat shipowners, announced late Tuesday that the
employers would fight it out.
ILWU President Harry Bridges
immediately announced that the
ILWU would focus attention on
keeping the port of San Francisco open and not help the employers to tie up the Coast.
"The employers are determined upon a Coast tie up
now." Bridges said. "They
know the other waterfront unions are taking strike votes—
the longshoremen have still to
negotiate and they expect a
tie up in the Spring.
"They've shown that their aim
Is to eliminate the hiring 411,
and they think that Christmas
would be a better time to start
it.
"We were willing to argitrate
and settle the dispute. They weren't. We're standing pat.
"We're going to carry a campaign to the businessmen of Los
Angeles— we're going to make
them realize they are being penalized to support the drive for the
open shop in San Francisco,
"As to diversion of cargo—we
are going to insist that Los Aneles cargo be handled first,"
At present ships are lying at
anchor waiting to discharge cargo assigned to Los Angeles, while
diverted San Francisco cargoes
are being unloaded.
Bridges put it squarely up to
Mayor Rossi and others who heretofore have supported arbitration.
"Will they support arbitration
now?" waterfont labor was asking.
The striking ship clerks voted
overwhelmingly to accept the
proposal of Dr. Louis Bloch, of
the Maritime Labor Board, that
the dispute be submitted to arbitration.
When the employers refused.
Dr. Bloch gently slapped them
with a mild:
"I regret exceedingly that the
employers have taken this stand,
as I believe arbitration should
have been used to protect the interest of the public."
Further than that, Dr. Bloch
would not go.
Previously, the issue of state
operation of the docks had been
dropped. Employers had flatly refused Governor Olson's feeler on
this subject. The union had proposed that the offer be accepted,
but had conditioned their statement with the stipulation that
they not go back to work at old
conditions.
(Continued on Page 2.)

Captain Left 8 Men
To . .fate, Says Crew
NEW YORK—Charges that eight Swedish seamen are
missing and perhaps dead because Capt. P. W. Atkinson of
the American flag freighter Mormacport failed to heed the
age-old tradition of the sea and steam three miles to their
rescue when the Swedish ship was.
torpedoed on a clear day, is con- formation, has been turned ,over
tamed in a letter signed by eleven to NMU attorney William L. Stan-,
members of the Morrnacport's dard for whatever action he
deems advisable,
crew.
The incident occurred' on . Oct.
The letter, authorized by a
meeting of the entire crew, to- 8. All hands had just completed
(Continued on Page 2)
gether with all other available in-
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Employers Launch Full-Fledged Open Shop Driv
Sailor Fights Deportation

U. S. Board
Prepares
Regulations

•

Want
Coast
Tie-Up

(Continued from Page 1.)
must be submitted not' later than
(Continued from Page 1.)
January 1, 1940.
The employers clothed their
Committee Studies Draft
flat refusal in pious language aThis office is now listing those bout "the established American
provisions of the proposed draft system of private initiative and
that are of interest to the seamen business."
and are, at the same time, makDr. Bloch stepped into the picing a study of the present laws ture last Wednesday at the rethe
in
that are not dealt with
quest of Secretary of Labor Frandraft.
ces Perkins. He joined William
As soon as this study is com- T. Geurts, Labor Board reprepleted, a report will be for- , sentative who has been present at
warded to the interested unions all negotiations.
for their consideration and ac- Stormy Session
tion thereon.
The day Bloch took over the
In the meantime we expect the
unions to inform the member- conference there was a stormy
ship of what is under way and in- session at which Mayor Rossi put
volve them in the work of prepar- In his appearance. Bridges iming amendments and ,offering mediately stopped the negotiacomments: Copies of the proposed tions to demand what the well
new rules and regulations were known labor-baiter was doing at
forwarded to the unions for that the meeting.
"We want to know whether
purpose. In the event the unions
have difficulties in obtaining the he is. here to get facts or just
official forms supplied by the to spread a lot more misbureau, we would recommend statements," Harry asked. Resthat all comments and amend- et flushed to the top of his bald
ments be sent to this office. If ' dome and yelled back that
you will fill out the regular John E. O'Connor of the U. S.
forms, be sure to send us copies. Conciliation Service had invited
When a definite date for the
him.
hearings is set by the bureau
"O'Connor just told me outside
we will notify the unions in that he did nothing of the sort,"
their
send
to
them
for
time
Bridges said. O'Connor then exErich Rix, SUP member and German anti-Nazi, shown with his son, John Erich,
representatives.
record
on
plained that he had notified Rossi
charges
amazing
most
the
of
one
on
deportation
for
arrested
been
has
Rix
If we take proper advantage of of the meeting but had not offi—that he was fined 50 cents for "illegal possession" of a sack of flour in 1922. Bethe opportunities offered in the cially invited him.
country
this
entered
he
when
cause he didn't announce this to the U. S. Government
amending of the rules and reguAfter about a half hour of hot
lations and subsequent public
the Nazi Getaspo says he's guilty of "moral turpitude," should be deported.
talk,
during which time Bridges
hearings, we should be able to do
made it pretty plain what he and
a thoroughgoing job. To 'elimithe forces of labor in San Frannate the archaic rules and regucisco think of Rossi, the meeting
imand
us
governing
lations now
quieted down. But Rossi kept on
prove our lot generally, requires
grumbling to himself all during
the active and immediate assistthe negotiations. It was plain he
ance of everyone concerned. Seahadn't anyone to stand up to him
safety can be advanced, our
as
Bridges did since he has been
m e r h a n t marine strengthened,
in the Mayor's office.
working and living conditions imThe first meeting or two was
proved and rules and regulations
in acquainting Dr. 'Bloch
adopted to meet present day re- spent
with the situation and listening
Erich
1922,
in
him
against
assessed
fifty
cents,
of
fine
a
quirements.
FRANCISCO.—For
SAN
to the employers' same old line of
Rix, SUP member, faces almost certain death in a Nazi concentration camp if he is
malarkey.
deported.
Rejected, Rejected
ago
years
Rix
three
get
to
swore
The German government and its American agents
The Clerks had offered half a
when his articles exposing Baron Manfred von Killinger, consul-butcher in San Francisco,
dozen plans for settling the beef
appeared in the 'Voice of the Fed-4>
and opening the port. All of these
eration.'
other word of it until I was
were rejected. Before the Clerks
arrested for deportation here."
offered straight arbitration of the
They didn't forget that promise.
The Gestapo quickly supplied
Rix, a leader of the Seamen's
dispute they had suggested both
Three weeks ago they dug up
SAN FRANCISCO—The Mari- the Seattle and San Pedro preferfrom the musty files of a Ham- the American immigration offi- section of the German Transport
issued
has
1
No.
Auxiliary
time
ential hiring plans. The employburg court records that showed cials with this information and, as Workers, was thrown into conWar" ers nixed them both.
that Rix had been convicted in a result. Rix was arrested and centration camp Fuhlbuettel after a "Keep America Out of
which will be sent to
The Ave-man fact-finding comhis absence. in December, 1922, charged with "moral turpitude", the Nazis came to power in 1933. petition
Congress mission:(appointed by Olson
of "illegal possession" of two in that he "concealed" his con- He had been a seaman since he Washington soon after
January.
in
convenes
States
viction from the United
was 15 years old, and was naturoontinued to meet with, the nego-nets of flour.
The petition, which will be cir- tiators in order to keep the GovThey showed that Rix, while as when he applied for citizenship ally one of the men Herr Hitler
Northern ernor
throughout
culated
didn't like to see at large.
informed of tho critical
a seaman he was somewhere in papers.
declares:
"To tell the truth," Rix de.
points in the beef.
When he was released "on pro- California,
the Indian Ocean, had been fined
the
in
part
no
wants
"America
For the Maritime Federation,
4500 paper marks. On the day dared to the 'Voice', "I have
bation" in 1935, he shipped out.
imperialist conflict in Eu- Secretary Bruce Hannon wired
that he was fined, German fin- never received any notice of "I guess I didn't probate so well," present
Americans know that the Olson from the Northwest denancial books show that it took conviction. The last I heard of
he says, "so I skipped the coun- rope.
only effect it can have upon this claring the Federation "is will10,000 paper marks to equal 5 the whole business was in 1921 try."
nation is to further oppress the ing to work whole-heartedly
gold marks. Thus his actual fine when I was examined in HamHe came to the United States,
forcefully robwith, and give our full cooperawas a little less than fifty cents. burg. Then I never heard an- then later went to Mexico and re- working people by
bing them of hard won gains, to tion to, the committee you have
entered legally under the quota. lower the American standard of
He was active in the United States living by criminal war profiteer- appointed in order that the full
in exposing Hitlerism and wrote ing in foodstuffs and other ne- facts of the present waterfront
numerous articles and pamphlets cessities of life, and to violate situation can be made known."
Hannorf supported the "just deagainst Nazism. These were what our traditions of democracy by
won him the enmity of von Kill- the denial of the civil liberties mands" of the clerks and added,
"The attacks made by the employInger and Herman Schwinn, West of American citizens.
ers are simply another of their
bund
uelirer".
Coast
result
inevitable
"This is an
'Anyway, it's only 40 miles to
(Continued from Page 1)
many moves in an attempt to
of war, as shown in the United
fire and boat drill at 1:15 p.m. land. They can easily row
break down the standard of livStates during and after the ing the maritime workers
ashore before dark,'"
when they passed the Swedish
have
He spoke to the 1937 conven- first Imperialist War of 1914"To this the second mate refreighter Vistula, bound for Hull,
tion of the Maritime Federation, 1918, and is now being shown fought so hard to gain; the forplied: 'Oh sure, they'll be all
England.
bringing a message from the out- through present conditions in ces fighting the Clerk's union are
right, captain.'"
'North of Britain
the same forces of reaction that
lawed German trade unions. In
England, France and Germany. have
The Mormacport's position was Eight Missing
fought the progressive proaddition, he was active for some
"Therefore, we, the undersign- gram
Later, Baker stated, the crew
approximately 40 miles north of
which the people of Califtime in organizing branches of ed, now declare that we will take
the Shetland Islands. The Vistula went up to a newspaper office in
ornia have given you a mandate
German American League for
the
demand
We
no part in this war.
passed abeam within three miles. Oslo and there learned that eight Culture.
to carry out."
of our government that the
A submarine came to the of the Vistula's crew never reachThe Clerks, in a letter signed
attention did his armuch
So
United States maintain absolute by
surface and fired a shot across ed the shore, nor were heard
Charles F. Huston and F. P.
ticles in the 'Voice' attract, neutrality. We will not fight exthe Vistula's bow. The ship from again.
Baumgartner, informed the Govconsul
German
the
even
that
for
and
shores
our
defend
cept to
hove to. From here on B. A.
Bitter was the seamen's comhimself entered an order for a the maintenance of our civil ernor of their reaction to his
ment, expressed in the letter
Baker, able seaman, takes up
"state operation plan". They
Schwinn backed
subscription.
liberties and our rights as citifrom the crew: "I believe that
the story:
okehed the Governor's suggestion
up the consul by declaring:
zens."
"I went to the wheel at three the Master is a schoolship man,
but offered a fair plan for hiring
on the
men
two
are
"There
bells (1:30 p.m.)," he said. "The part of the 'flower' of the
by the state as a condition.The
eliminated
be
must
who
Coast
old man (Capt. Atkinson) and
merchant marine,
American
—they are Erich Rix and aboard the ship. A few days after plan would provide for the state
the second mate were on the top
who 'Alive to keep up the 'best
Ernst Teller." Toiler, a famed , I was paid off I went back to hiring monthly checkers from a
watching t h a action
bridge
tradition' of the sea."
German playwright, the port and picked up the flour list submitted by the union,
anti-Nazi
by
through binoculars. The skipper
The letter is jointly signed
suicide in New York which I had left with some friends names on the list to be made up
committed
had a powerful pair of Zeiss B. A. Baker (D 15363), G. C.
aboard another ship. When I of all present employees on the
recently.
McDonough (E 10461), Terry
glasses.
Rix charges Kurt Beyer, agent passed through the customs with docks. This move was made to
Began to Sink
O'Brien (S 11527), P. D. Burkopenly caned under my protect the jobs of the clerks now
"At about 1:45 the actual sink- hart (D 540), Henry W. McGee for the Hamburg-American SS the flour
stopped me, because the on strike and to see that no disthey
German
the
arm
and
Line
America,
in
ing commenced. I was still at the (E 2767), James Hensen (E
which allowed ins to crimination was carried out.
wheel and so could not see what 11579), J. Rousseau (D 15016), Gestapo with conspiring to dig up certificate
in was signed by the
happened. Some of the crew say B. Walby (D 9288), M. J. Lew- the evidence upon which his de- bring food
captain of my ship, which had althey counted at least six shots.
anowski (D 10645), M. J. Hor- portation charges are .based.
But here are his own words on ready left.
"At four bells (2_p.m.) the vat- (D 10222), J. E. McGrath
"They followed their usual
the flimsy charges connected with
skipper came down into the (10379).
and I was told to appear
routine
incident:
"flour"
the
wheel house. About five min- Union Action?
SAN FRANCISCO—"The em"After the war there was a before an inquiry officer the next
utes later the second mate
Just what action the Union,
They only asked ployers have been smoked out and
did.
I
which
day,
Gerin
food
of
shortage
terrible
came down and said: 'It looks through its national court, Mr.
flour which I they are definitely out in the open
like she is burning now, cap.' Standard, can take in a case of many. Everything was rationed, me if that was the
they asked with the open-shop plan," the San
and
possession,
in
had
you
that
fact
the
despite
"To this the captain replied; this kind is hard to determine. but
me where I got it. I told them Francisco Longshoremen (ILWU
had cards which entitled you
'We don't even know she is sink- Precedents are so rare.
the harbor', and the re- 1-10) charged in their official
ing. Anyway, we can't go back,
Distress signals from any ship to food, you couldn't even buy 'from
right away."
bulletin this week.
me
leased
food
no
was
there
it,
because
as the sub is sure to sink us too.' anywhere, have been answered by
The longshoremen declared:
"That's the last I ever heard
Flag On Hull
every nearby ship everywhere, In Germany.
"After weeks of fruitless ef"At that time everybody went of it until I was arrested last
"This startled me," Baker con- since time immemorial. Passmonth for deportation, being forts on the part of the ship
tinued, "as during our negotia- enger liners, mighty greyhounds out for 'hamstern', or getting food
with 'moral turpitude' clerks to gain the four demands
charged
From
friends.
or
relatives
from
tions for a war bonus we were of the deep, have changed their
be- from the employers, their meettold that the American flag paint- course and sped to the rescue of the president on down. At that by the Nazi government
ing Monday night wept on record
ed on the side was ample protec- tiny fishing boats. And in this time there was a specific ordi- cause of this case."
Rix married and with one child to accept the request of the Unition,
case the ships of two neutral na- nance allowing seamen to bring
ten pounds of food into Germany Joh now out on $100 bail furn- ted States Maritime Labor Board
"Then th,e captain said: tions are involved.
every time he came back from a ished by the SUP. He is being to arbitrate. The ship clerks met
foreign port. I did that, like ev- represented by attorney Albert Tuesday with the employers in an
attempt to reach an agreement—
erybody else. Food which we did Michelson.
Michelson has legal opinion to OPEN THE PORT.
bring into Germany we sent home
THE SHIP CLERKS SAY: "If
which brings him to the concluto our relatives.
sion that even the 50 cent fine the employers are as concerned
MARITIME FEDERATION
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
levied against Rix in Germany as they claim with the public
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
Crockett
we were paid in was not a final court order. This terest, the farmer and the midtime
"At
that
No. 2, EAST BAY
paper marks, but besides this we interpretation will be presented dleman, there should be no hesiMeeting—let and 3rd Tuesday
Meetings twice a month. First
got once a month 10 shillings in at future hearings on the case.
tation in their immediately acof
every
month
Wednesday, 2 p.m.: 3d Wednesm English money. When we did reBut win, lose, or draw, the cepting the Board's request for
day, 8 p.m. at Odd Fellows
ceive this English money we forces which are seeking to de- arbitration." "We do not want to
Hall, 410 11th St., Oakland.
111 would buy right away flour or port RIX aren't doing the job
be too optimistic about the arWarehousemen's Union, ILWU
Mrs. P. J. Aquiline, President
because of any fifty cent fine bitrat:on question," Bridges said,
other food. Then on every trip we
Oakland
brought this flour through the in i 922—thy're doing it be- "we have already been told by
Mrs. J. Harp, Vice President
cause he is a union man and the shipowners that they do not
customs to our families.
Meeting-1st and 3rd Thursday
Mrs, Cora McGuire, Secretary
"One day I Was paid off in dared to raise his voice against want arbitration."
of each month
Mra, Ardells Mounts, Treas.
"A spokesman for the ship
IN Hamburg and had some flour left the Nazi Gestapo.
4/S

Their 'Open Port' Means Open Shop
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For a 50c Fine -

Man Faces Death In
Nazi Concentration Camp

SIP

MFP Women
To Send Petition
To Congress

The Gestapo at Work

Captain Left 8 Men
T? Fate, Says Crew

Spoke to MFP

Emaloyers Smoked
Out,Says ILWU

East Bay Meetings

The 'Moral Turnitudel

Employers spilled the beans this week, made it clear that their refusal to arbitrate issues 111
the checkers strike was because they would like to open the port of San Francisco, above, by 111
ing it an open shop waterfront, force the San Francisco men such as are seen below back to the d
of 1988.

Pop Pop Goes the Weasel

WeaselHyams Stooges Fo
Rossi and Shipowners

4•411/1,

SAN FRANCISCO.—"Pop-pop goes the weasel!"
That's the battle-cry of Frank (Pop-pop) Hyams and his Terminal Club weasels ill
the present Ship Clerks' strike.
Pop-pop Hyams is a stooge and he admits it. Right now, as for years past, he is stooging for the Dock Checkers Employers Association. It's the same game he used to play w
he was with the AmericanHawaiian SS Co.
His latest technique has been
to organize a "Back-To-Work"
movement among his handful of
followers in the Terminal Club.
Hyams was expelled from the
Ship Clerks Association earlier
this year after a long record as
an employers' mouth-piece. So far
In the present beef Pop-pop and
his weasels ,have distinguished
themselves by appearing before
Mayor Rossi and declaring that
the Ship Clerks "don't-really"
want to strike and that Hyams is
willing to become the "liberator"
of the Clerks if Rossi will help.
Clerks Statement
Declares the Clerks' publicity
committee:
"Frank Hymns was suspended by the Union several months
ago for, his policy of not paying union dues, which he advocated for all members of the
Union. His record of anti-unionism is well know on the waterfront. He has been a party
on two occasions to law suits
filed against the union, he has
disrupted two arbitration proceedings, and made several attempts at outright disruption
with the Union. In addition this
alleged 'gun-man' has on several occasions printed and distributed anti-labor leaflets and
bulletins calling for non-attendance of members at union meetings, undemocratic overthrow
ship clerks stated that theY had
tried everything possible to reach
an agreement; offered the employers the San Pedro set-up, etc.,
but to no avail. The slikp clerks
and the Masters, Mates and Pilots
are the only unions in the West
Coast Maritime industry that do
not have preference of hiring,
their spokesman added, and we
are not afraid to face an arbitration; our demands are clear cut
and reasonable.
"The employers have been
smoked out in the open with the
open shop plan. Their stooge outfits, such as the Associated Farbere at their meetings, came out
with resolutions against hiring
halls, preference of employment,
and other anti-labor resolutions."

STOCKTON
......................•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111

of union officers and other demands calculated to bring about
anti-union conditions in the industry. Frank Hymns was also
the self-appointed committee
who called upon Mayor ltyssi
several days ago.
"His recent promotion is a petition which he is circulating on
the . waterfront aiming to have
the signatures of a number of
monthly clerks who claim they
were not allowed a democratic
vote. This of course, is just one
of the many means the employers
use in their attempts to confuse
the issues and the public, thereby
causing confusion and dissension
among the members. It is calcuhated to break the strike by having the men return to work at the
employers' demands.
"This 'Hyams petition' will be
received by the men on the waterfront on the same grounds that
they received his recent suit
against the Union. Superior Court
Judge Benjamin Jones in his
ruling made it clear that the Union was in its right in suspending
Hyams. As on each of the other
occasions he has been condemned
for his actions which were very
easily seen to be in line with the
desires of the employers in their
drive for open-shop anti-labor
conditions."
Pop-Pop's Record
And here's the record of Poppop the Weasel:

Win Pay Boost
In Shipyards

BALTIMORE—At least $5,000
a year in wage increases, outside
$ 1 1 0 , 0 0 0 i n raises secured
through a contract with the
Maryland Drydock Co., has been
won for about 40 workers by
Local 31, Industrial Union of Marine & Shipbuilding Workers.
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Hendricks Chosen
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

New Alaska Governor Hears
MEP Suggestions In Seattle

Marine Cooks and Stewards

MCS Members Swelling
Voluntary Assesment
Realize
Need Of
War Chest

Page Three

MCS Backs
Fight Of
SUP Man

To Give
Labor a
Fair Deal

Alaska's New Governor

San Pedro Report

Here's MC&S
Honor Roll

Unions Give
Men Truth

SAN FRANCISCO.- Marine Cooks and Stewards this
week pledged support of
Erich Rix, Sailors Union of

the Pacific member who faces deSAN FRANCISCO - The folportation to Nazi Germany. The
lowing Brothers who have subMCS passed the following resoluto the Voluntary $5.00
SAN PEDRO.- This port in tion:
SAN FRANCISCO.- The scribed
Strike Fund:
the past two weeks has become
Whereas, The Marine Cooks &
'Honor Roll," composed of
$ 5.00 the home port for the major part Stewards' Association of the Pamembers of the Marine Cooks E. F. Burke, 76
5.00 of West Coast ships, particularly cific Coast has taken a consistent
Ind Stewards' who have vol- Jack O'Donnell, 221
5.00 the passengers. In line with that stand for the preservation of civil
untarily Contributed to the Strike Paul Boyles, 2055
5.00 development the shipowners have liberties, and upheld the right of
Fund is swelling to proportions H. Bryson, 2074
5.00 sent their various representatives, free speech for American citizens,
beyond any expectations. It is R. S. K. Lee, 1008
5.00 port stewards, etc. The unions and
with interest and gratifying to W. E. Walker, 1394
5.00 have likewise sent down their
ote the number of National Mari- W. H. Morrison, 2732
Whereas, A member of the
5.00 representatives, patrolmen, et al, Sailors' Union of
time Union members who are con- A. L. Barboza, 1973
the Pacific,
San
Francisco
from
the
offices.
5.00
Brother Erich Rix, is threatened
tributing to our voluntary assess- J. Brantner, 1521
5.04)
0. Muerte., 1945
The ships, upon arrival here, to be denied that right, by
ent.
depor5.00 needed information regarding the tation to Nazi
The men, realizing the neces- H. Kasprzynski, 930
Germany because
5.00
2451
Stokes,
R.
F.
present
beef
in San Francisco and of his activities against Nazi-ism
ItY of a substantial war chest
5.00 there was but one way to do the in this country, and
have gone for the idea like wild- C. Clamer, 1114
5.00 job properly. Rather than have
fire. In this regard it is to be B. Blumlo, 1639
Whereas, This threat against
5.04) the men become misinformed
entioned that while the first to .1. B. Ryan, 870
Brother Rix stands as a threat
5.00
Green,
E.
835
I'.
the
through
usual
channels,
make the contributions were
5.00 namely that of the phoney public against the right of all other
VI
embers off several of the large J. Carroll, 629
5.00 press, which presents a propa- foreign-born citizens of the
ships this week, men aboard L. E. Franklin, 490
United States to exercise their
5.00 gandized and slanderous view
team schooners, freighters and Jose Campos, 1696
domestic rights to free speech
Randall,
5.00
1257
J.
against
the
unions,,
men
were
e Catalina boats are responding
and to engage in such lawful
D. George, 1289
Very enthusiastically.
• • 5.00 told first hand by their officials. activities, and such a
threat
•
5.00
Hancock,
713
J.
• The general attitude of the
Special meetings were called
against a member of the SUP is
5.00 aboard most of the ships.
Ardis, 586
E.
members is in effect, "We have
equally a threat against mem5.00
W. D. Casey, 230
Jobs and money now, and we
Attendance was nearly 100
bers of the Marine Cooks &
5.00
•
G. A. Jewell, 719
certainly can afford to go for
per cent in all cases fts the men
Stewards and all other unions
5.00
Picadura,
820
M.
C.
sUch insurance, on a cause as
In the Maritime Federation of
5.00 were eager to learn the truth.
E. M. Cabral, 397
worthy as this one."
The qnestions involving the the Pacific; therefore, be it
5.4)0
•
Blumenthal,
1775
F.
For the benefit of members
Checkers' beef, the matter of
Resolved, That the marine
5.00
The man at the phone is Dr. Gruening. To his right, directly behind him, is Warren MagnusJust coming into port and are not R. Myyahira, 2588
negotiations, the possible other Cooks & Stewards go
5.00
on record
1536
Ho,
I'.
son, Congressman from Washington state. The bearded gents are John Logan and Charles
• Ware of what this is all about,
angles
were
Looroughly
explained as offering our support and as5.00
R. P. O'Brien, 398
it becomes
(Slim) Williams, who recently completed a trip by motorcycle from Fairbanks to Seattle over
necessary to explain.
5.00 and the members were fully sat- sistance to the Sailors' Union
J. Batty, 2288
• This $5
the proposed route of the contemplated International Highway, which Magnusson has been
they
isfied
Voluntary Strike Assessknew
what
score
the
of the Pacific in their defense
5.00
pushing for vigorously in Congress.
. ent is to create a substantial L. P. Wong, 1941
of Brother Rix, and that we re.
5.00 was.
fund to operate under any given I. S. Cseh, 1833
Stewards
Shipping
Good
quest them to call upon us for
5.00
•
• tuation that is apt to arise. It P. Mintaxis, 1726
Shipping of men for the Stew- whatever assistance
5.00
we may be
siMAIY simmers down to a case of J. Fernandez, 822
5.00 ards' Department, all of which able to render in his defense.
[triple arithmetic - while the C. A. Swanson, 1674
practically
has
been
diverted
to
5.00
Pettinella, 1153
Fraternally submitted,
embers are working and have C.
5.00 this port, has been very good.
Fontaine, 880
the money,
PAUL BOYLES,
With
the
President
Harrison,
it makes the right W. Davidoff, 839
5.00
No. 2050.
• me to build up our
fund, and F. Stabler, 1649
SEATTLE-Spiking a vicious rumor circulated around waterfront circles here that
5.00 Pierce, Mariposa and Matsonia November 30, 1939,
have same when it might be
making
turnover
their
here
inUCAPAWA
Cannery Workers Local 7 was dispatching seamen to man the Philippine liner
5.00
Flanagan,
952
M.
J.
eeded. Credit is given at present
President Quezon, officials of Local 7 last week branded such accusations as malicious
•
5.00 stead of San Francisco, and the
T. Kiramis, 705
. 8 made voluntarily,
freighters-lik
being
turned
ewise
and is so
5.00
Taylor, 840
falsehoods, declaring that not only had the local dispatched no men to the ship, but had
stamped in the book. If and W. D.
informed the membership of Lo 9
5.00 over in this port, it has become
T. Dolyn, 927
hen the 1940
Strike Assessment
cal 7 in no uncertain terms that
5.00 necessary to send to HeadquarIs Passed by the members this C. j. Pardi, 1075
December 4, 1939 la met with officials of the SeatBrother Julien R. Fernandez the jobs on the vessel came solely •
5.00 ters for men.
A. L. Carrera, 744
'V oluntary $5 Assessment will
Pedro
Branch
The
San
last
tle maritime unions and agreed
passed
away in Seattle. He
be H. I. Mayar, 2603
within the jurisdiction of the MC MEMBERS AND OFFICERS,
5.00
edited and that member will not
MARINE FIREMEN, OILERS, to hire a crew through the regjoined the MC 4'; S in San
&S, MFOW&W and SUP.
5.00 week went on record to recogH. T. Wong, 1985
be
WATERTENDERS AND WIPERS ular maritime union halls, with
required to pay again.
Francisco, January, 1918.
5.00 nize San Francisco shipping
P. Patios, 1199
The "President Quezon" is the ASSOCIATION,
passenger
and
cards
for
an increase over the off-shore
Brother
Joe
McDonell
also
5.00
W. IA. Keiffer, 896
f or in er "President Madison", 84 Seneca Street,
wage scale, and transportation
passed away In Seattle. He
5.00 freighter ships and consequentH. Bishaw, 2027
which
has been laid up in Seattle Seattle, Washington
200 men have come
back to Seattle guaranteed.
Joined the MC & S in Seattle,
(
8 k
S
I .11S:
5.00 ly
Y. Nakamura, 497
for years. It was recently pur- Dear Sirs and Brothers:
March, 1985.
5.00 down here, inost of whom have
j. Chung, 1825
chased by a Philippine firm. and
It has been called to our
shipped
since
out.
been
' attenBrother
Manual
Repose
5.00
A. T. Tanaka, 746
transferred to Philippine registry, tion that a vicious rumor has
cards
have
Trip
been
replaced
passed
away
at
the
marine flying the Philippine flag. It is
R. Inada, 760
5.00
been circulated in the waterfront
Hospital in San Francisco. He
5.00 with full books in the majority
A. Custo(lio, 1978
commanded by Captain Crispulo
5.00 of cases and ships are sailing out joined the organization in San Onrubia, himself a Filipino. The that the Cannery Workers Local
W. L. Rhodes, 1356
7 was dispatching seamen to man
• Francisco, March, 1937.
A. Kong, 807
5.04) with full union crews.
new owners of the vessel, after the Philippine liner "President
There has been considerable
5.00
J. D. Tigare, 796
reconditioning
her
Seattle,
in
We Have Always Been Friends
had Madison'".
5.00 expression on tho part of the
SA N FRANCISCO-MC and S M. L. Munz, 2601
planned on loading cargo in the
and Want to be 'Friends of
this
At
time
matters
we
the
crews
of
the
wish
to
inform
in
Headquarterse
5.04)
meeting called on T. Y. Lee, 1152
Pacific Coast for delivery in the you that there is absolutely no
Checkers' beef, all of• whom are
the Maritime Boys
l unions to protest
5.00
Arsdale,
397
Van
•
E.
Orient'before delivering the ves- foundation to the rumor and that
against
.urther appropriations to the Dies M. Jessie, 749
5.00 wholeheartedly behind them.
The SS Baranof is due te sail sel to-its new home pore, Manila.
our organization has never dis'Conitnittee and
5.00 There has even been noticed on Jan. 7, 1940, • on a cruise
asked that instead .1. W. Burke, 1859
Upon learning that the vessel patched anyone to man any ship
insome
sign
on,
reluctance
to
119 YESLER WAY
Seattle
5.00
rther support be given to the 0. 1401050, 124)3
around Soutn America. The crew
was under•Philippine , registr y and it does not intend to do so
timating that taking cargoes to
LaFollette
5.4)0
Bothw('ll,
956
A.
will
be hired in Seattle. The ques- and
Committee in a resoluwas
to be returned to Man- in the future. Our membership
5.00 other ports was not helping the
len •Passed at the November. 30 13. Williams, 965
of agreements has yet to be taken
eeting;
5.00 Checkers' case in San Fran- up between the union and the ila, it was only natural that has already been so informed and
W. Be Brower, 1679
hundreds of Filipinos residing that the jurisdiction for such
The resolution follows:
5.00 cisco.
P. Sibert, 1514
company. Owing to the fact that In the
'States saw in this an op.. work comes solely under the jurThey were advised by their reW hereas, For
5.00
1246
Lipson,
.
I).
t:
vel
Europe
to
is held up due
two years all
.Am
5.00 spective representatives that the to the war, it is expected that , portunity to '. return to thrir na- isdiction of the MFOW&W, SUP,
, erica has watched the activi- W. R. Nichols, 493
You want Helpful Service ...
5.00 policy of keeping the Checkers' there will be a good passenger tive homeland, either for a visit and MC&S unions.
'
es of the Dies Committee in its W. Ho, 167(1
In r egard to any action
You want First Class Printing,
5.4)0 beef localized was the policy the list. Boys make your reservations or in some cases, permanently.
. St role of smearing the New S. %Amboy, 58
"D
. eal for
which you may deem fit to take
Several members of L oc al 7
5.00 union stood on and would at- early for this voyage.
You want Quick Delivery . . .
the interests of reaction- 0. Walker, 1247
asked officials of their organiza- against the operators of the
5.00 tempt to keep it so.
▪
Y and tory Republican forces T. W. linoppel, 940
You want t e Product of Union
tion for permission to ship out on "Philippine Quezon", it is our
and in its later
5.00
1865
Steffen,
F.
workmen
role,
begun
with
•
he
the
express
purpose
respect
any
to
liner,
and
were
5.00
told
Williams,
682
that
.LoPresent war, of discrediting • (4.
You want the Right Price .
cal
put
may
you
7
up
which
had no jurisdiction on that Picket
5.00
•ade unions and their leaders
2296
in A. Botelho,
or any other ship, that such jobs and that if any of our members
5.00
-an,i attemPt to abrogate civil lib- C. Hass, 1906
came • within the jurisdiction of disregard our instructions to
5.00
"es and stymie the Bill of • C. Fritchey, 411
SEATTLE PRINTING
the maritime unions.
SEATTLE-The regular meet5.00
i that effect, they will be taken
,
1(.„,ighte preparatory to satisfying 0. A. Bliley, 1054
.
Some -Apply
I before our membership for
5.00 ing held in Seattle on November
"all Street's itch for
1510
Brecht,
A.
& PUBLISHING CO.
American
HoWever, many Filipino charges.
5.00 30th. A resolution was adopted
.
rtleiPation in the imperialist H. Porter, 1 129
SAN FRANCISCO - The folUnion Label No. 25
Hoping that the above explana,War, and
5.00 calling on the U. S. Maritime
youths, attracted by* the opporE. Jones, 730
lowing MC&S members were in
tion
will
Commission
immediately
tunity
to
5.00
place
approvmeet
with
to
your
make
1657
Clark,
a
trip
back
L.
W.
to
W hereaF,, Hundreds of out112 Spring Street
the Marine Hospital during the their
5.00 suitable ships (now idle on the
native land, had been con_ al, we remain,
"
"
lulling citizens of talented and Fred Lied, 353
week
ending
ro
December
2:
.
Main 8984
5.00 East Coast) on the Puget Soundtacting the eaptain of the vessel: .
Fraternally yours,
greeeiVe importance to the nit- 1111;ti.ry F:evy, 1187
Sabot, Julius Frank Davidson, Muriel
5.00
SEATTLE,
alleviate
.CANNERY
consentOriental
WORKERS
He,
U. S. A.
to
run
acFARM
in
the
&
turn,
1300
Dingman,
jr.,
had
readily
H.
E.
Manzanares,
Henry
Rolls,
F, M.
been slurred and insulteu nY the
5.00 cute shortage of passenger and Raingruber, S. J. HT,rnandez, Ray,
LABORERS UNION,
ed to hiring them for the trip1
c.., 1680 ..
ravings of the notorious
Griffey, A. A.
Progressve
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Spiking the'Quezon'Rumor

In Memory

SEATTLE-Dr. Ernest
Gruening, newly appointed
governor of the Territory of
Alaska, listened attentively
last Friday (Dec. 1), to a committee from District Council No.
1 who outlined the entire program of the Maritime Federation
in its labor relations in Alaska.
The committee, comprised of
Brother Harding, Council secretary, Brother Lane of the AFU and
Brother Hegeberg of the Copper
River and Prince William Sound
Fishermen's Union, thoroughly
exposed the employer inspired
"Alaska f o r Alaskans" prom-.
ganda, explaining to the governor
that this move is backed by the
canned salmon and mining interests of Alaska for the sole purpose of arousing antagonism against organized labor.
The committe branded as false
the statement that "outside uni.
ens" are discriminating against
residential Alaskan s. It was
pointed out that the 'Packers,
themselves, began importing Orientals for work in the tanneries
back in 1905, and they did it
solely because this was a ready
source of exceedingly cheap labor.
The committee went on to explain
that the rankest type of exploitation went on for over 80 years
and it wasn't until after the unions had organized the men the
packers had been bringing in for
years that they suddenly became
concerned over the plight of the
residential Alaskans.
The committee next took up
the matter of the Alaska Naval
Air Base projects. They made it
clear to Dr. Gruening that they
had no criticism with the AFL
closed shop shop agreements as
such, but felt that provisions
should be made for giving rest.
dents of the Territory preference
of employment on these jobs.
Dr. Gruening was visibly impressed with the report of th6
committee and requested a col&
plete written report, which will
be drafted next week.
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Let's Set Them Free!
By VIC JOHNSON
E MUST BRING the case of King, Ramsay and Conner to the fore
and make it the cause eelebre of California labor when our
brothers' fate hangs in the balance of a pardon hearing.
That doesn't mean a lot of talk. It means a lot of hard work!
We have the big job ahead of us of building a conscious and overwhelming public demand that King, Ramsay and Conner be freed!
The other side has the best brains and talent that money can buy
to present its case. It has most of the papers and plenty of people in
high plates to snipe at us—and at Gov. Olson.
We have on our side thousands of organized workers already committed to our cause. We have the tradition of labor: "Never forget those
who fought your battles." And we have three men in prison we must set
free.
Their defense, as in all labor cases, must be two defenses. First,
they must fight in the courts and'through legal channels. We are all
pretty well agreed that this procedure has not proved too effective
sometimes—certainly it is not hopeful alone.
Secondly, they must carry on a public defense—the kind that set
Mooney and Billings free.
Both of these defenses cost money. Law and legality eat up dough.
It all must be done on just the right kind of paper, with the right kind
of ink, and all the commas must be in the right place. There must be
of argument.
research and opinions, summaries of evidence, pagesthe
rules, and other

W

Men who have spent years in universities learning
yeras practicing them, aren't to be had at the price of mess-boys.
If King, Ramsay and Conner are to present as effectively as possible
place and
their pleas for pardons, they must have the commas in the right
most good.
every iota of evidence favorable to them arranged so it will do the
You can bet your life the other side is not going to muff a chance to keep them
In there by using incompetent legal talent.
Our brothers are entitled to, and have, lawyers as competent as they come..
—and they don't come at the price of mess-boys.
Secondly, building a public defense cannot be done with peanuts. There are
pamphlets to be written, press releases and resolutions to get out, outlines of the
case for speakers, mailing charges, voluminous correspondence to be answered,
office rent. Stenographers have to eat like other humble human beings.
It will take money to carry on the fight, and we would be impractical, at
this critical moment when freedom seems attainable, if we relaxed in our battle.
/t might be well to say at this point to those who say, "They're always asking
for money," that King, Ramsay and Conner would have been happy a long time
ago to change places with those asked to give. They are giving daily, and have
been for three years--giving, not in money, but life in a place where time dribbles
out by the second. They have held their end down without a squawk, and they
didn't give up the picketline when old Marbletop offered them a chance to walk
out free.
But it's not Just a matter of money. We have to get busy in our unions and
On the ships to let Gov. Olson know we are behind our brothers to a man.
The Defense Committee is broadening out its campaign and rallying thousands to our brothers' defense—their public defense, the kind that set Mooney and
Billings free. Send your resolutions and letters to the Defense Committee, so they
can all be presented to the governor together.
It must be made evident that great masses of people want King, Ramsay and
Conner freed: It is up to us maritime workers to lead the fight.
If you want to dance at the victory ball, you will have to help decorate the
Let's set them free!

Congress Prepares to
Strike at Labor
MERICAN LABOR is in for a violent attack which the reactionaries,
under the guise of the "alien menace," are preparing to launch at
the coming session of Congress. No unionist will be safe if some of the
bills introducd pass, as they are very likely to do unless labor opposes
them with all its power.
Senator Reynold's bill (S. 409) ostensibly calling for registration of
aliens, would permit police to raid union meetings and seize membership
books on pretense of looking for unregistered aliens. The Hobbs bill
(H. R. 5643) proposes to establish concentration camps for "undesirable" aliens. Maritime labor knows well what "undesirable" aliens are.
The Dempsey bill (H. R. 4860) is supposed to aim at only aliens who
believe in "any change in our American form of government." It's a
political blackmail which says: "If you unions don't keep out of politics
we'll break into your unions on an alien hunt." The Smith bill (H. R.
5138) has a criminal syndicalism provision which could outlaw any strike
by calling it a threat to the government. And so on.
Maritime unions would do well to start their campaign against these
bills before Congress convenes next month.
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S YOU KNOW, the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation has called for open hearings to be
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held on or before January 17,
1940, on their proposed rules and
regulations for Ocean and Coastwise shipping. We have already
requested that the Maritime Unions and the men examine these
proposed rules and regulations so
as to make certain that they contain no clause detrimental to the
Unions.
There is also another matter in
which we would like to have the
cooperation of the Union membership. For the past number of
years. the anti-labor forces in the
Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation have been Interpreting
the rules and regulations of that
agency for the benefit of the shipowners and not the seamen. Numerous cases of negligence and bias
on the part of the inspectors and
commissioners are known. It hi

Maritime

Important that the membership
collect as many examples as possible of such cases and forward
the facts to us. The CIO MARITIME COMMITTEE can, at this
time, use this evidence to expose
the role of the Board so that the
shipowners will no longer be able
to utilize it as a weapon against
the seamen.
Some time ago the Bureau of
Marine Inspection and Navigation
sent out a circular letter to all
shipping commissioners directing
them to stipulate in the ships articles the hourly overtime rates
to be paid to the crew. This move
is obviously an attempt to broaden the scope of the articles which
will in turn infringe on the Unions' power as the collective bargaining agent for the men. We
understand that this provision has
not as yet gone into effect, however, we would like to call the attention to the Unions of the danger involved in the proposition.

Fascism Comes

The Shipowners Say:

To Canada

War Dictatorship Crushes
Rights of Labor; Free
Speech Abolished
While prosecuting a war allegedly to
free Germans from Hitlerism, the Canadian government has forced upon its own
people a wide-sweeping censorship and
suppression of democratic rights little different from Nazi tyranny.
Corporation-controlled Canada is being
introduced to Fascism under the guise of combatting Fascism. The imperialist war has been
seized upon by the reactionaries of Canada as
an excuse to brow-beat, intimidate and terrorize
the political spokesmen of labor in Canada and
all who 'pleaded for peace or the welfare of the
working class.
Immediately that War was declared, the Canadian cabinet promulgated Orders in Council,
with no democratic parliamentary action, instituting a most rigid censorship and absolutely
nullifying freedom of speech or the press.
The censorship include all verbal or printed
discussion of the war or peace, and "any matter
which is calculated to arouse antagonism toward
ANY of the measures taken for the prosecution
of the war."
/co person may have, speak, print, distribute, accept or in any way whatsoever be
connected with that which is defined as "prohibited matter." The Secretary of State can
appoint any censor to rule on such matter.
This includes censors in every printing establishment or publication works. Any peace
officer is granted the right of search and
seizure for such prohibited matter.
The Postmaster General's representatives
search and read the mail. To date the prohibited publications include any and all "communistic" literature, anti-war literature, the
"Pacifist" (published by the Quakers), "Look,"
and innumerable others. The act only permits
discussion in the halls of Parliament.
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Mass Arrests
On Sunday, Nov. 12, mass arrests were made
in Vancouver, Ontario, and other cities throughout the nation of citizens charged with having
in their possession or distributing pamphlets
criticising the war.
Recently in the provincial House of Commons
in Victoria, Mrs. Dorothy Steeves, a liberal
member from Vancouver, denounced the imperialism of the war.
For her statements of fact Mrs. Steeves was
threatened with prosecution for violation of the
censorship of speech provided under the War
Measures Act, by labor-hating Premier Pattullo.
In the same provincial assembly, Colin Cameron, liberal from Comox, Vancouver Island,
demanded knowledge of the actual war aims of
the Empire and asked certain guarantees for the
Canadian youth sent to France.
"Are we going to send young men to fight
for war aims that don't satisfy the British
people? To fight for those same interests
which so falsely betrayed the people the last
time?" asked Cameron.
Premier Pattullo forced Cameron to withdraw statements like these and charged him
with uttering statements prejudicial to recruiting. Serious debate was held as to whether
Cameron should be arrested for his exercise of
freedom of speech as a representaive of the
people.
Herbert Anscomb, another reactionary member of the House, launched a tirade against
Cameron and Mrs. Steeves and referred to
Harold Winch, leader of the House liberal bloc,
as "the leader of the Communist Party in this
House." The old Red herring.
Fascist Anscomb even went so far as to
suggest that Mrs. Steeves should be physically whipped.
In another case seventy-five church pastors published a declaration entitled, "A Witness Against the War." For this traditional
right, the pastors were threatened with prosecution, and were even repudiated by their
own churches.
An even worse threat to organized labor in
Canada is provided in another war act regarding the Department of Munitions and Supplies.
This act establishes absolutely fascistic government control of industry through persons
appointed as "directors."

Dictators of Labor
The directors may virtually conscript industry and labor for the production of munitions and vital supplies, and allows them to
control "the making of contracts in connection
with the expenditure therefore." This clause is
the gateway for the war government's dictation
of labor contracts. Unlimited discretionary power is permitted these appointed directors. They
shall determine what in industry is necessary
for the conduct of the war, and organized labor
has no voice in their selection nor no appeal
from their decisions. Under these provisions
corporation-ridden Canada is prepared for the
step into industrial fascism. Smashing unions
will be the next step in his program.
This latter step is already under way. In the
Pioneer Gold Mine strike in British Columbia,
the strike eaders have just recently been fined
amounts totaling $1000.
The unemployed and poverty-stricken are
probably suffering the worst under the growing
fascistic war regime. Immediately upon the declaration of war, all relief was shut off and all
project camps closed in an attempt to force
men into the army.
In British Columbia prices have risen from
15 to 25 per cent. Relief averages 43 cents a
day, and for most there is no relief.
Such IS the enslavement of the Canadian
people and the people of the other Allied
Powers in order to "free" the German people
of Hitlerism and earn for the capitalists of all
nations the tremendous profits of war.
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Says

President of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
TUESDAY I attended a

LAST
meeting of the Academic
Rights Committee of

and Civil
California with Jack O'Donnell, the vice-president, and
Brother Ward of the American
Communications Association.
We were invited to appear
before this group in order that
we might present the union
labor side of what we think is
a concerted drive of certain
groups to restrict our civil liberties.
This committee of liberals
from every. walk of life was
formed after the 1934 Strike,
when in that strike they saw
the tactics which employers
used had led to a final breakdown of law and order in the
city of San Francisco.
This same group now sees
In the line-up of reactionary
forces against waterfront
unions a n d leaders another
build-up towards restriction of
civil liberties with the final objective being the smashing of
the labor unions.
The Federation appreciates the help of these friendly liberal groups and will
work very closely with them
at all times in order that we
might enjoy all the privileges that are given to us
under the "Bill of Rights."
This week Brother Evans,
secretary of the IBU and myself are attending "C" board
hearings on the charges that
the Inlandboatmen have filed
against the Red Stack Tug
Boat Company for violating
the 13-hour rule of the Bureau
of Marine Inspection and Navigation.
A previous hearing had been
held in this case in which we
felt that the unions had not
been given enough freedom in
presentation of their case. We
protested to the Bureau in
Washington and a new hearing
was ordered.
Captain Tibbetts, head of
the local :'.nspection service,
IS conducting this hearing in
a very fair manner and we
feel that with the evidence
we have against this company that we will be easily
able to prove the violations.
This company is owned by
the Crowleys and as is usual
with labor hating employers
they are the first ones which
will violate the laws of the
land. Employer propaganda
usually pictures the unions as
an unruly, irresponsible group
but it is a matter of record
that for every time a union or
its members break the law the
employers will break the law
a hundred times.
Find 35-Hour Day!
We have produced witness
after witness, who. under oath
has sworn that on many occasions the company has
forced them to work in excess
of 13 hours without a relief.
The violations we have
unearthed run all the way
from 18 hours and 15 Illit14
utes up to 85 hours and 30
minutes.
The company has had the
captains of several tugs testify
and not one of the captains
has denied that their tug was
In service for periods greater
than the 13 hours which is atlowed by the law.
What the company is trying
to prove is that when there
long hours were worked there
were certain periods ranging

Events

Did Germany, Allies
Plan Attack On
Soviets?

I

Oat .

Worst Suppression Since 1600
Worse, there is no protection whatsover of
the freedom of speech of the representatives of
the people in the provincial assemblies. Any
of their statements are subject to censorship
or liable to prosecution under the provisions of
the act. There has been no such limitation of
the rights of the peoples' representatives since
1600.
In direct contradiction to British common
Jaw, the proof of innocence lies upon the individual charged with violation of the censorship. Upon conviction the act provides for
fines of $5,000 or five years' imprisonment or
both.
In Toronto a man was arrested for saying
he "didn't see where the Government could
find $1.30 a day for the thousands of soldiers
when it could not find a penny for relief of
the unemployed". And in Duncan, Vancouver
Island, a man was arrested for stating that
"a man was a damn fool to sign up to fight
In Chamberlain's war."

G

from 30 minutes to 4 hours in
which the crews were not actually engaged in towing and
could then sit around and take
it easy.
Their contention seems to be
that unless a man puts in over
13 hours of actual manual labor, that they are not in violation of the Bureau's ruling.
Not one witness for the union
on direct questions would testify that they ever had any
time in which to do pure loafing. On the contrary, t!.ey
swore that they were given
plenty of routine maintenance
work to keep them busy while
the tug was not actually engaged in towing.
Another excuse the company
is offering is that these hours
have been an estabished prac-

can Federation of Labor," and
is issued weekly.
When you have read one issue of this dirty sheet you will
realize what a piker Hearst is
when it conies to red-baiting.
While I belong to the AFL, I
would hate to think that any
of my money is contributing
to the support of such a sheet
as this. I can also easily understand why a union like the
ITU has refused to pay an assessment to fight the CIO
when such tactics are used.
It Is to be hoped that
every progressive AFL union
on the West Coast will raise
their voice in protest against
this newest addition to the
red-baiting family.

Coffee Time
By VIC jOHNSONI

QHE CHARGED in behind me when I was going up the stairs of the
Firemen's Union. I had noticed her when I entered
the door. She was just an
old lady coming up from
the Embarcadero with her
shopping bag, and that was
all I noticed.

H. F. McGRATH
tice on the San Francisco Bay
for the last 20 years. We certainly hope that the Bureau
will not let these past pactices
influence t h e in, w Ii e n they
make their decision.
We hope that this antiunion company will realize by
this investigation that there is
a different set-up on the waterfront now than there was in
1934, and that when they
move against us we are better
able to protect ourselves because of the strong organizations we have built.
On Strike Front
On the Clerk's strike front a
stalemate still exists. Dr. Bloch
of the Maritime Labor Board
has come out from Washington and has made every possible move he could to effect
a settlement.
He has finally come to the
conclusion that a settlement
by mediation is impossible
and has recommended arbitration to both sides.
At a joint meeting of the
employers Tuesday morning
the clerks agreed to arbitrate
but the employers replied with
the customary "no" as . they
have done throughout the entire controversy.
various anti-anion
While
forces in and around San Francisco are busy passing resolutions condemning our "radical
and alien" leadership in waterfront unions it is to be hoped
that this latest "no" of the
employers will put public pressure on them where it properly belongs.
Labor Red Baits
A new red-baiting newspaper has appeared in California, only this one is not published by the capitalist press.
This one bears the name
"American Labor Citizen" and
Is listed as the "Official Western Publication of the Ameri-

Half-way up the stairs, I
heard from below, "You're
ruining the waterfront! Ruining it, that's what you're doing!"
I stopped on the stairs. and
turned around and faced below. It was the white-haired
old lady with her shopping
bag.
She walked to the foot of
the stairs and shook her fist
at me. I backed up another
step.
"I don't know who you are,
but you're ruining the waterfront! That dirty Irish Harry
Bridges is ruining it—ruining
It! They'll never have peace
till they lynch him!" And her
white head bobbed up and
down with anger as she shook
her fist.
I heard that in Italy the
pious cross themselves when
they encounter the demented.
and I
But it wasn't It
wasn't pious: So I turned from
the old lady and walked up the
stairs.
Later in the day, on my way
across the bay to see a girl about a horse, the war headlines and Little Abner ran out
on me, and I had nothing but
the press releases they put in
as news. From one these gadgets they run without marking
"advertising," I learned that
the female branch of the San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce was sponsoring a campaign for "illuminated house
numbers."
It seems that these females, anxious to escape a
life of boredom and ennui
\Odle their men folks are
off in the wilds of California
riding with the hounds of
the Associated Farmers in
the latest Bridges hunt, are
looking for some civic project to which to turn their
hands. Even the most idle
occasionally like to turn a
hand just to justify their existence—even if it's only to
drink a toast of tea to illuminated house numbers!
No one would object to illuminated numbers, the madams find them very helpful,
and certainly anyone who has

U. S. Mamie Corps officer
writing for Hearst's International News Service.
"Russia was—and is the
greatest foe of England
France, Germany, Italy and all
the older nations of Europe,
small and large, for two rea
sons," writes Captain Craige.
"First, she is the world'
biggest, most aggressive and
fastest growing empire.
"Second reason for Russia'
menace is her social doctrine—
as the fountainhead of commu
nism, she aims at the conquest
of the world. The menace o
these programs of social ag
gression, especially to the British empire, transcends any
thing in the world today."
The Captain goes on to re
mark that Germany is the
"natural antidote to Russia"
and suggests that England ma
find it convenient to call the
whole war off if Germany wil'
join her in a crusade agains
the Russians.

Hearst Dope
These speculations are ec
oed by Robert G. Nixon, Hears
London correspondent who admits that many influential En
lishmen are talking of a joint
front of all the capitalistic n
tions to smash Soviet Russia.
All of this fancy talk comes
out from under cover after th
Russian invasion of Finland.
But it is not at all difficult t
see that the capitalists o
France, England and Germany
have had just such a schem
under the blankets for a long
time.
That's what the Russian
thought, anyway. It has long
been a contention of the Col
munists that, the major capitalist countries would in Um
patch up their differences an
jump on the Soviets. If and
when such a jump comes Fi
land was the obvious starting
place. Her borders and troo
were only 30 miles from th
second largest city in Russia
—Leningrad.
The Finns had received enormous backing from Engli
and German interests to boy
armaments and the Russiana
knew it. The Russians likewl
knew that the Finnish govern
'tient had been put in povv
only with the aid of a Germa
Army after the Communista
had held control of the go
ernment for months in 191'f
and 1918.
Molotov claims that the Fine
nish government is merely th
tool of Britain and German
Whether this is completely true
or not, there seems no dou
that Finland played a part in
the plans for an eventual a
sault by the big capitalis
powers against the Soviets.

Russian Realism

With such a situation the
Soviets proved that they we
realists. They apparently could
see no better time to guarant
their borders and at the sa
time chase another gang 9f
capitalists into exile. This rn
be ruthless manners, which le
doubtless why the Hearst Jour
nalists are crying their e
out over it, but seems to paY
off in dividends.
As far as we know, no
Conemuist
has ever denied that
organization is trying to thro
out the employing class in ev
ery country. • Why make
ception of Finland?
But probably the prima
concern of the Soviets in t
borcase was to protect their
ders from the most vulnera
foravenue of approach by a
eign army and air force. Th
undoubtedly feel that now
the time to act to this end,
while the big nations of We
CI'll Europe are settling the
own imperialistic squabble.
The motivation of Cajand
ie
Mannerheim and Risto Ryki
plain enough ... to save th
own skins, their banks and
their landed estates. There
plenty of Finns who rememb
in
the role Mannerheim played
1918 and 1919, the number
people he had executed and
the way in which he broke
the unions and the work
Mannerclass organizations.
heim's situation is not to
envied when these Finns ta
it to mind to get revenge.
ever been idle can sympathiZe
with the ladies' predicam
One could also suggest t
bett
there is a bigger and
field for social good in root
**
for houses rather than nue)
era.
This social boondoggl
might satisfy the egos of t
girls. If it does, we can c
f'
elude there are few bold sp
its among them.
BOYCOTT STANDARD 0
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SEND IN
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE VOICE
The Unemployment Menace

SS. Dorothy Luckenbach

Labor Must Act To
Find A Solution

Crew Gives Five Bucks
To Radio Voice

9

SS Dorothy Luckenbach,
Oct. 30, 1939 Meeting
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
I am sending you a donation of five dollars from this
crew for your radio newscast.
Motion was passed at meeting Oct. 30, 1939.
Hoping you continue to carry on the broadcasts, I remain,
Fraternally yours,
JOHN T. MAHER,
Chairman.

0both

Editor, "Voice of the Federation:
America today has many
serious problems that must
be faced and dealt with as
they actually exist. And cannot be treated as something
that occurs in cycles, and
eventually will adjust itself.
We must not, however, lose

moo."

sight of the fact that we are living under the price system, the
Scale used is profit.
Unemployment is one of the
Major issues, The source of most
• Of our evils, although not the solution.
•
The very system some of our
most brilliant minds declare
Will somehow right itself, is
Preventing every effort to re.
employ 1 hose millions now Out
Of work.
The machine which man with
all his intellect created has taken
• control of
man.
While man, using all the ing-en1111-Y at his command, continued
tUrrang machinery into our industries, neglecting at the same
time to consider the result of the
machines effect upon the nation's
As !
flan Power.
We quite evident we must control the machine.
'Unemployment
A manufacturer in a given industry employs 500 men, a
is introd uced making
impractical
I mpractical the continued employlent of 275 men, naturally
they are
released and become une nlPloyed. No provision having
been made for them.
The manufacurer argues
Industry is in a competitive
field and our systinn demands
We be practical not sentimental.
Industry on the one hand cutting Men off the pay-rolls where
.41"r Possible and labor stirring
With the present administration
to Place men back into industries.
Contrary to the opinions and
eXDlanations of those who say it
WiI1 all work out. Those same
People know definitely It's ImposSince the stock market crash
„Which took place in 1929 unil the
present time, and with due
respect to the efforts of the present administration, all of our
initiatives, relief or otherwise, are
erely
M
temporary measures, and
riot in
one instance has there been
'In troduced
anything that has had
the essence
of solution about it.
The above problem is a much
greater menace than some of
the trivial problems encounter”in the research of a certain
Mr. Dies.
pie* Committee
We have, as you probably
know,
ac
. theommittee traveling throughout
country known as the Dies
coMmittee on un-American activi_ties. concentrating their efforts
On
subversive elements at the
Present time a world of opportun. ties awaits the committee. Mayor
1.1.°881 of San Francisco would
give
..en1
tb
a fair start as he represents
a grouP interested in crushing
the
back-bone of Democracy,
namely
LABOR.
it is also quite possible Mr.
' les has never heard of the
Tealiot Dome" affair, which
still could stand further
invest!. gation.
I Would not suggest he revive
nDleasant
memories, — but it
”etne his present activties are
"out as useless.
The committee if sincere in
their desire
for the preservation
:t Democracy — could well utilize their
time by bringing to the
American people a constructive
Program' suggesting ways and
by which we can correct
•
evil of un-employment and
Inere,,Y
contribute their share in
• -taking
America, a still greater
Place in which to
live.
Labor must now make national
senee their concern, as the trend
'tliieenle to be moving in the direct," of much anti-union work on
ue Part of certain organizations

in the legislative and industrial field.
To keep America out of war
must remain a paramount issue,
until we have weathered the wave
of greed in those who stand to
make huge profits out of war.
And last
. the world has a
way of outliving such scenes
as are taking place in Europe
today, and when time erases
from the Mack board of life
the tragedies caused by the
pettifoggery of those responsible. They will go down in history as just sonic more failures,
Fisit
LLOYD SMITH, No, 468,
Local 1-19, Seattle, Wn.

Mahimahi Engine
Room Backs
MFP Peace Plan
Engine room of the SS. Mahimahi has endorsed the MFP peace
program and condemned the Dies
committee as "an employers'
agency," Delegate Casimir C.
Kowalski reported this week.
The engine room requested
congressmen to support only such
measures as will keep America
out of war, maintain the Bill of
Rights and continue helpful labor
legislation.

IBU Member

Tells Why Ile Did ii1
Hun For President
AN OPEN LETTER
To members of the inlandboatmen's Union:
Because of the many inquiries,
I take this occasion to explain to
our members why I withdrew as
a candidate for the office of president and business manager of
our union, leaving C. W. Deal as
the sole candidate to succeed himself.
My reasons for declining may
be summed up under two headings. One, a personal and practical reason. The other, which in
Itself, I believe, is sufficient, has
to do with our entire membership
and more, the whole labor moveMent.

Sailing Down To Rio
With West Ira
SS. Mapele

Here's How Ship Deal
Was Killed
Honolulu, Y. H.,
November 17, 1939.

Typical Letter

One Of Many Received
By Striking Clerks
November 29, 1939,
San Francisco.
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
As chairman of the publicity committee of the Clerks'
Union, I have received many similar letters to the one that
follows concerning the present dispute.
I am forwarding this to you with the hope that you will

print the letter in full at your
earliest convenience,
very truly yours,
ED WHELAN,
Vice-President,
alize our workers in time of war
Ship Clerks' Ass'n.
and he can be one of the great
* * *
labor leaders that will pick up
Bear Valley,
Yanks
Are
Not
"The
our slogan,
Nov. 25, 1939,
Coming," and stick to the true
course that will keep our young To the Membership of Local 34,
Ship Clerks' Association.
men at home.
Those are my main reasons for Hello Union Brothers:
declining the nomination. I beI have been reading in the paper
lieve I am justified.
of your strike. More power to
Sincerely and fraternally yours you. I look at that
paper and I
TIM KELLY.
see headlines—Mayor Rossi condemns strike a n d condemns
Bridges. Then I read further and
I see that the strike affects all
of California and America, and he
lays the blame on Harry Bridges.
He tells of the suffering that
Harry Bridges causes. Well, well,
that's too bad. But they forget

NMU Men

For One Big
Federation

A Travelogue

one thing, the Mayor never said
that the shipowners would submit to the Union's demands. No,
the shipowners never care if you
are to go hungry. They only have
millions of dollars where you get
a few dollars a week. Well, I'm
afraid that there is only about
three million men like myself that
think Harry Bridges is all right
and I don't give a damn if he
were a second Stalin as long as
he does what he is doing for the
working man.
I would
be
ashamed if I were a member of
the Ship Clerks' Local and did
not back Harry Bridges to the
limit and let that board of capitalists and money lords cry. But
stick to your guns and fight because you are right.
Fraternally yours,
D. F. WILSON,
Local 260, Ill of MM&SW.
Redding, Calif.

My Reasons
My personal reason: As an active member of our San Francisco Local, I have many duties and
assignments which cannot be
Deck Department,
dropped without more or less inU. S. A. T. Republic,
jury to this local. Many of these
C/o Fort Mason,
assignments are menial, others
San Francisco, Cal.
are important and must be carNovember 29, 19939.
ried on. As long as I can serve,
Editor,
Voice
of the Federation:
I will continue to do so.
At the last meeting of the U. S.
My other, my paramount
A. T. Republic Deck Department,
reason is: That we in the lacomposed of SUP and NMU men
bor movement are faced with a in good standing, the question of
experienced
requires
that
crisis
Auckland, New Zealand, Nov. 12, 1939.
unity was seriously discussed.
crisis that
leadership.
A
Editor, "Voice of the Federation":
The men concluded unanithreatens to suck us into anmously that the feeling for
A Message to the Workers from New Zealand:
other bloody slaughter. Even
unity between East and West
"Keep American workers out of war." This is the feelat this moment we begin to
Coasts is mutual and that the ing of all the progressive people of
New Zealand—that there
feel the encroachment on civil
basis exists for the formation should be a strong demand for*
liberties that marked our fatal
of a National Maritime Federa- peace, because war means fas- hold over Europe, and they
step in 1917.
tion. It is felt that it is now
cism.
want the workers to go out and
Our labor leaders now have the possible to build such an orWe find the people who say get slaughtered to bring furthgreatest chalice of their careers ganization.
they are fighting for democracy, er debt* and hardships upon
to prove their loyalty to the rank
It is essential that a National like Chamberlain, bringing hard- the world once more.
true
a
steering
and file, by
Maritime Federation is absolutely ships onto their own people
and
The National Congress, a very
course, clear of the network of necessary to meet the increasing taking away
most of their civil
strong force in India, asked
foreign entanglements. Our lead- difficult problems that face the
liberties under the so-called War
Chamberlain how he could ask
ers can see in the present wave maritime workers of this time.
Emergency Acts. Add to this the
the people of India to fight for
of subtle propaganda an exact
Fraternally yours,
longer work hours, with the highdemocracy when he and his govcopy of the bunk that in 1917
SHIP'S COMMITTEE:
er cost of living while wages stay
started us stomping our feet and
ernment had never brought
Emil Seberger, 4105,
at the same low ebb.
democracy to England. And here
singing, "The Yanks Are CornChairman,
Mons. Detwiler
In New Zealand, we likewise find
The same bunk that
ing."
Paul Gill, (NMU), 189,
Then we have M. Daladier, who the reactionaries wanting war
brought disillusionment to PresDaniel De Lucia, (NMU),
says he is fighting for democracy rather than peace. But we find
ident Wilson. That caused his
16541,
premature death. That caused
Samuel Periow, (SUP), and who dissolves over 100 local these reactionaries don't have the
Canton councils in France and courage to go out and fight for
him to utter a last apology to our
2941.
stops the second biggest paper in their so-called
boys who died on foreign battle"democracy"—
France from being circulated they ask the workers to fight
fields.
among th" people, and who with their wars for them, and then
Good Union Men Were Victims
his war cabinet stopped the When the workers
Those who survived and were
get, back from
French Parliament from func- the war they give them soup
not made blithering idiots by
kittioning
and
dissolved the French chens, low wages and unemployshell or poison gas, know that
The Stewards' department of Communist Party—all under the ment.
every hit made by a rifle or machine gun mowed down a worker. the SS. Timber Rush has sent guise of "war measures." All of A Capitalist War
Many victims were good union President Roosevelt a resolution this was just a scheme to attack
So, brothers, through your orgmen who marched in many a la- attacking Congressman Dies for the unions all over France, to put anized.
unions see that the people
bor day parade. Boys from, the his "lies, red-baiting and vicious them under the iron hand of the of
America
aren't dragged into
democratically
attack
against
war
cabinet
and
to
work
the
factories of Germany, the shops
this war; it is a capitalistic war
of England or the coal mines of elected and highly respected mari- workers from 60 to 80 hours a
for the expansion of British and
time leaders," Delegate Carlos R. week for the war makers.
Pennsylvania.
French imperialism in Europe,
Atilano reported this week.
These are the people who say
Union men are courageous,
not for democracy as they claim.
The resolution declared Dies
they are fighting for demo- And use
so are their mothers and sis- attack is "part and parcel of the
your organized effort
ters, but the question, Why did shipowners' attack on the water- cracy! And these are the peo- for a demand for peace, to end
ple
kill?
we
who
they kill? Why did
bring fascism to their
this unnecessary wholesale
front unions.
has never been answered to
own people. This is a war, not slaughter of
people. We find that
against Nazism for the benefit all these nations which
their satisfaction. Like Presisay they
of the people of Europe, but a are
LURLINE CAIEW GIVES
dent Wilson, we are
fighting for democracy are
bloody
mess
war
XMAS
DINNER
$20 FOR
shined. It was a
because British and French the same reactionary nations that
SAN PEDRO.—The crew of the Imperialism have been threat- brought
and we got fed up.
war into the world and
ened. Bitter, the machine which
Our President and Business Lurline donated $20.80 for the
under the pretense of war, are
the Chamberlains and Delimit- bringing
Manager remembers the 1917 at- MCS Christmas Dinner Fund. The
fascism to their own
ers and the bankers have built
tack on our civil liberties. He money was turned over to
people.
Fraternally,
up, now has threatened their
knows what happens to demor- Brother O'Connor.
J. Mathias

In New Zealand—

Workers Say —'Keep
Out of War'

Dies Hit By Timber
Rush Stewards

Editor, Voice of the Federation:
In our joint meeting held aboard the SS Mapele the 11th
of November, the enclosed resolution was unanimously
adopted.
Please print it in the Voice of the Federation as per
0
action of the meeting.
plenty of trade for these steamFraternally yours,
ship companies in these trade
ROBERT J. FITZGERALD,
No. 28. routes deserted by the belligerDelegate, Engine Dept. ents in this second imperialist
war, therefore be it
The Resolution:
RESOLVED: That we, the
WHEREAS: Certain Americrew
of the S. S. Mapele, in joint
have
can steamship companies
meeting assembled the eleventh
Indicated their intentions of
changing the registry of their (11th) day of November, 19:39,
go on record protesting any act
vessels to foreign registry, and
of changing the registry of any
WHEREAS: The excuse being American vessel, and be it furused to justify this move, is that ther
it will prevent America from beRESOLVED: That we peticoming involved in the present tion the President of the
imperialist war, and
United States and the Maritime
WHEREAS: This is just a
Commission to use their power
move by certain steamship opera- to prevent the change of regtors to evade the restrictions of istry of any American vessel,
the recently amended Neutrality
and be it finally
law, and enjoy the huge profits
RESOLVED: That copies of
of war, and
this resolution be sent to the
WHEREAS: There are up- "Voice of the Federation," NMU
proximately ten millions of tin- "Pilot" for publication.
Amended by MFOWW meetemployed workers in America,
if this move be not checked, an ing: That copies be sent to all
additional four or five thou- organizations involved.
Respectfully submitted by
sand seamen will be added to
R. J. FITZGERALD,
the unemployed list, and
Book No. 28, MFOWW.
WHEREAS: There will be

Against War;Every Man
Has His Task
San Francisco, Calif.
December 2, 1939
Editor, 'Voice of the Federation,:
As a World War Veteran who

knows'the horrors and misery of
war, I do not believe that it is
the wish of the people to sacrifice the youth of to-day •to the
establishment of barbarism. I
know that neither our government nor any other government
has such a desire. But all governments fear one another and
fear is the greatest enemy of
mankind, an enemy which all history proves cannot be overcome
by war.
National Maritime Union
The American people desire
85 Lower Pike Street
peace and we desire it above all.
Seattle, Washington
Dec. 1, 1939 We have fashioned treaties to
Editor, Voice of the Federations make it sure; we pile up armaFollowing the receipt of com- ments to ensure this peace but
munications from New York in re- find ourselves imprisoned togards to obtaining relief during gether with our fears.
the present situation, the Seattle
In this task of preventing
branch of the NMU acted immedi- war, every man a n d every
ately by appointing a committee woman has a part. There is a
which wished to report progress constructive job for every unto the present date as follows:
employed man and every work• Being unfamiliar with the ma- er in fighting the war to end
chinery of local politics, we con- the selfishness, the greed and
tacted the Workers Alliance, and the fear which create war and
Its secretary, Mr. Kelso. We have unemployment. Our destiny is
received much valuable informa- to unite in building a new nation from Mr. Kelso, with plans tion that some day man will
of action that we should follow.
think a bit less about himself
Wasting no time with local re- and considerablk more about
lief offices, we obtained inter- his brothers in the masses.
views with Congressman Warren 'When we begin to do that, life
Magnusson and with Senator will be kinder, more sincere
Lewis Schwellenbach from the and happier. For the state of
State of Washington, who gave this healthy condition may
us their active support.
seem a goal difficult to achieve
In response to a telegram sent but all the power of enduring
by Mr. Schwellenbach in our be- truth is on the side of those
half to Washington, D. C., to Ad- who set their vision on this
miral Land, and to President high goal. So let us unite and
Roosevelt, a reply has been re- banish war and hate so that deceived from the National Relief cency, fairness and goodwill
Headquarters requesting reasons will always prevail.
for the necessity of relief on the
Fraternally,
Pacific Coast.
MANUEL CABRAL,
As the reasons are obvious, we,
No. 397 Marine Cooks &
have drafted a reply to the best
Stewards Association.
of our ability.
This brings our report up to
the present moment, but we hope
to submit a complete report of
the success of our assignment
COMPLIMENTS OF...
4
within a few days.
Fraternally yours,
Seattle Relief Committee.
WILLIAM LAMPE, 16542 D.
Importers of Wel-Pac Products',
M. S. BARNES, 9600 D.
:
100 Sacramento St.
1
W. W. HYLTON, 1605 D.

NMU Drives
To Get
Relief

le:
Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of th
Maritime Federatlo
Regular meetings at Druids
Temple,44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p.m.; 4th Thursday,
Mail address: P. a Box 1249,
phone WAInut 3295.
S. Englund, President.
M. Waugaman, Recording
Secretary.
B. B ott assi, Corresponding
Secretary.
E. F. Fidelli, Treasurer.

MEETINGS
ATTEND YOUR UNION

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific

I

Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p.m., at 86
Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, SecretaryTreasurer.

Pacific Trading Co.

.. '

EXbrook 2147

San Francisco

Nathan Merenbach
Seamen's Cases
110 Sutter St.

Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.

How Stevies Work
The angle of the right-angled
stick tells the winch driver what
is required, which he promptly
executes. The rest of the gang
are just as adept as the winchdriver and the hatch-tender. Each
sling load is properly made up
and the slings properly set so that
it will not damage the cargo. The
self assurance that each man displays as he does his work leaves
one no room to wonder why, when
you read in the paper of a longshoreman getting hurt, it is
always rotten ladders, rotten
hatch-covers, rotten cargo lines
and blocks, etc., that is to blame.
But this is wasting time..
Watching the longshoremen.
The ARTA agreement says 'All
time off In port'. So one last
look at the longshoremen and
you know that the cargo will
be aboard in record time. Al.
ready there's that feel of get.
ting back to sea. There's shows
ashore and nice cold steins of
beer, lint you give them little
thought for there's an old
friend, that veteran of the 1934
strike, the 1936-87 strike and
all the beefs and lockouts in
between.
Mr. Chester Jordan, "Chet.," as
he is known by both friends and
enemies, has represented the
ARTA at San Pedro from its
early days and when the Maritime Federation was formed
"Chet" found himself with a
double job, secretary of District
Council No. 4 and secretary of
ARTA Local No. 7 and, except for
a year with the Los Angeles CIO
Industrial Council, he has served
in that capacity ever since.

A Pleasant Evening
Dinner at Jordan's where I
find out that Mrs. Jordan's good
looks don't detract one bit from
her ability to cook. We discuss
many things. Both old and
new. We spend some time
speculating on just what the
shipowners mean by "Boxing
Gloves to the Finish" this fail.
(To be continued).

SS Timber Rush
Stewards Meeting
Meeting called to order at 7;05
p.m. C. R. Atilano nominated by
W. Scharlin, seconded by G-.
Ellis. C. Atilano elected delegate
by acclamation. Motion to adjourn by E. G. Abadm, seconded
by P. H. Magallanes.
C. R. ATILANO,
Chairman,
GEORGE TREMBLY,
Recording secretary.

GLADSTEIN,
GROSSMAN and
MARGOLIS
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

800 Mills Bdg.
San Francisco, Calif.

Attorney-at-Law

ISE
International Longshoremen's
le Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco

By Z. R. BROWN
Here, in San Pedro, we see the
same type of longshoremen as we
had watched at work in San Francisco. They come aboard. Each
man knows his station and he
goes there. The winchman turns
the winches over a few times to
get the feel of the levers and
loading and discharging commence. The load is picked up
without a jerk or undue strain
on the gear and is lowered to dock
or hold and set down without a
jar.
There is no yelling or waste of
time. It's just precision handling
of cargo. The winch driver takes
his signals from the batch tender
(he is many feet below the level
of the deck load of lumber) even
though he cannot see him. The
hatch-tender makes his wishes
known by twisting a long stick
which has a short stick lashed on
its end at right angles and sticks
over the pile of lumber where the
winch driver can see it.
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Howz Shippun? Soshul Kolum

This makes the second big right into our bailiwick and we
First interesting sidelight
hers of the MFOW got together
sale of Swayne and Hoyt should have the crews. However,
CorTony
that
is
week
of
the
Monday, the twenty-seventh, a big day at the old homeIn New Orleans, elected a dieThe first came they will still keep up the interStralla has reappeared freighters.
patcher and shipped out of the stead. The day dragged along right up until 5 o'clock without nero
when they peddled five of their coastal service.
four
the
with
the
in
limelight
The secretary stated there was NMU Hall.
* * *
a job coming up and glory be, at 5 o'clock the Noyo called in Admiral Line freighters on which transmarine type ships to the
very little to report, as it was
Last week, several more mein- for a fireman to turn to in the morning. Total for the day—
Coastwise Lines. However, we
Out of Seattle comes, word that
as recording secretary.
of
a
payment
down
had
paid
he
busithat
obvious to everybody
did not lose out so much there. we had forecast for some time.
Another poor week was re- ness and shipping had slumped bers got together, elected them- one. Great excitement.
thirty-five thousand dollars.
It is our bet that another The British Admiralty has withTuesday was better, with seven
vealed by the financial report, due to the lockout of the selves an agent, and went on
Thursday another one man day,
Reliable information now is to
Arrow Line deal is in the offing. drawn the Empress of Canada
record to ship out of the SW men being shipped, all steam with the Makiki taking an oiler
with the income for the general checkers.
having shaken off
that,
the
effect
These ships will operate from the and will probably withdraw the
Hall.
schooner jobs. The Noyo took the on the 3 o'clock call.
treasury slumped to $170.21 bethe attacks of Attorney General
Many brothers had gone down
Gulf to South America for a few other Empress liners from the
balance of her crew—three oilers
Both procedures are well
cause of the port lockout. Ex- to San Pedro to ship. The checkNMU
an
his
one'
and
bankfreed
Warren
Earl
Friday, two jobs,
months and, then be back in the British Columbia-Orient service.
and two firemen, while the Port
heavy,
out of order. However, so far
not so
were
penses
watertender s h ip p e d to the roll, he is once 'again returning intercoastal service once more—
ers beef looked to be one of those
oilers.
two
took
Orford
The commandeering of these
concerned,
the
is
as
which
alleOW
of
$563.82,
to
amounting
and the other a to close the shipping deal, not
Camden,
tanker
dreary long drawn out affairs, so'
"chartered" by Swayne and Hoyt, Canadian Pacific liners means,
‘l'ednemday saw six jobs go
7$154.50 was payment for one- the secretary advised the mem- there is considerable hostility
Orford.
relishing the prospect of losing
Port
the
for
fireman
with East Coast crews first, that an opportunity preout. The Daisy Matthews
and
half tor a thousand new dress bers to make San Pedro their against shipping through the
No soap over the weekend. that first thirty-five grand.
sents itself for American Flag
si art ed up and hired three 10111
aboard.
SW Hall becauee of the fact.
buttons laid in stork by the port of shipment for awhile.
We have it that very shortly
* * *
Total for the week—seventeen.
Baxter
M.
A.
The
men.
vessels with passenger accomobination
in
move
to
trifel
bus
outfit
this
Treasurer.
We have had little or not opBusiness and ,shipping? Lousy' the four ships will be in active
Another deal that will prob- dations and freezer plants to
took a wiper, the Harpoon a
on the firemen in many (lirApart from this bill, expenses portunity to try and Willd up
under
charter
probably
operation,
it
beating
All the wisenheimers
ably cause plenty of scrapping
move in.
fireman and the Honolulan a
ferent ways.
for the week were a trifle over our agreement with a raise,
to the American Trading and
down to San Pedro.
and beefing is one that the AmerAlready up in Seattle the shipwiper.
pulled
stunt
the
four hundred dollars.
was
way
One
the
Amerior
Shipping
Company,
and the way things stand now,
President Lines is cooking pers of apples and other North
ican
ReducFish
the
by its affiliate,
can President. Lines.
have no more chance than a
up. instead of taking on the West Fruits to the Orient are
* * *
tion Workers Union, in hiring
snowball in hell of getting an
After paying off the Maritime
five thirty-fives that are tied up beefing, and the Maritime ComErnState
the
through
deblow
firemen
another
However,
raise.
immetliate
Federation per capita tax for
in Seattle, reports indicate that mission has been requested to
livered during the week will
We intend asking for a meet- ployment Commission in RichNovember, a trifle over five
the American President Lines are place at least two ships with
!
refish
the
on
in
move
to
knock us out of five ships and
at mond
hundred dollars was held in this ing with the operators and
making a deal with the Panama freezer space on this run.
forty-five jobs, as Swayne and
next meeting will come back duct:on barges Redondo, Polarine
fund—$506.57, to he exact.
Pacific Line to run four of the
* * *
Monitor.
had
and
they
that
Hoyt
announced
we
figure
We
results.
the
w:th
. Ig the debt reduction side of
"City" boats to the Orient, conWe
see the sense of
cannot
to
the
ships
five
Dominion
sold
of
exist,
time
tactics
So long as such
tinuing on from New YOF1i, and selling the
,the business, the fund has beenhvve to extend the
President Madison to
Oceanic Steamship Company.
while,
no
be
a
for
will
and
wages
on
can
;oCations
there
,
ne.
$876.50.
back to New York.
-built up to
(Cantinued from Page 1.)
Phillipine interests to operate it
miaow
We understand this company
shipping
in
The secretary then took up the
(Continued from Page 1.)
The hospital and burial fund
There's the makings of an as the President Quezon, in opwas booked for disorderly con- is known as the Aluminum Line,
the
hack.
on
his
Halls
for
tires
8117
the
of
through
question
ac:aised
employe:a hadn't even
Dow stands at well over the four
jurisdictional beef erations directly competitive to
duct.
and operates ships from the Gulf excellent
conEast Con,a. Cur men have
_thousand dollar mark, after re- This machine has been used
them of violating their conthere. We have an agreement ships under the American Flag.
he_
halls
hese
t
.ough
shipi:el
to the North Coast of South
on
considerably
and
sistently
and
week
the
Pinched
for
Member
$166.00
114WU
calving
with the American President
tract.
The Maritime Commission has
practically sixty fore and have bad a bellyfull
The ambitious copper. then pro- America.
paying out fifty-nine dollars in union business,
lanes. The National Maritime done nothing about reconditionPoint
Gladstein supported this plain
The
Point
Palmas,
Chico,
run
being
mileage
the
of
cent
per
it.
of
ceeded to outdo himself by ar.hospital benefits.
Point Arena, Point Caleta and 'Union has an agreement with ing the 535's up in Seattle to
organizaTruth to tell, shipping through statement of fact by introducing resting George Perkins, a member
The sum held is $4.037.00. up on buWoess for the
with American
operate them
Point Brava are the ships men- the Baltimore Mail.
San
to
tion—along the front, over
However, this fund will receive
the NMI T 1-fAls has not I;een con- a copy of Dean Wayne Morse's of the ILWU Local here, chargIf Baltimore Mail extends its crews, but approves the sale of
of them right now
Some
tioned.
run
a
and
Sacramento,
Quentin,
relaas
week,
amicable
an
aid
next.
very
to
duciye to so
a severe jolt
arbitration decision on, the En- ing hint with "refusing
are on the East Coast and one or ships to the Orient under the one of them to give American
down to San Pedro, and all ex- tions with tile National Maritime
officer." Popovac said Perkins
three. brothiers died this week
The
decision
beef.
Terminal
cinal
two are en route to the West management of the American Flag steamers the works. It
the
of
out
paid
been
have
Union.
had declined his request to call
and had to be talien care of. penses
President Lines, then they come doesn't make sense.
Coast.
declared that longshore nien had the patrol wagon for Dyer.
seeretary's own pocket.
. Three hundred dollen!' in one
will
subject
We feel that this
needs a set
now
machine
conThe
their
of
violation
in
jolt
been
not
a
get
you
attack
the
When
describe
to
Attempts
week!
have to be settled, once and for
of tires, and the membership went
like that, you realize how swell
all, by coastwise referendum tract when they refused to pass as a clash between left and right
the
purchase
to
record
It is to have a solid financial on
ballot on the subject.
through another ship clerks' wing Finnish residents were derubt)er.
buffer built up to take care of
nied by the Finnish Brotherhood,
few minor matters, and the picket line.
A
which disclaimed any knowledge
those extra expenses.
minutes
few
a
adjourned
meeting
Employers' Claim Falls Flat
The strike fund went up anthe raid,
of
NEW ORLEANS—James E.
A few weeks ago, several mem- before eight.
"A dance planned for weeks
'other thirty dollars, and now
Croney, second vice-president
The employers tried to edge in
of the ACA Marine Division,
by the Women's committee of
the point that the longshoremen
•
announced this week a smash.
the Finnish Federation was canwere actually on strike, -and thus celled when vigilantes began
lug victory for his local in ;the
entitled to no -benefits. But this
NLRB election recently conmobilizing," a spokesman said.
panas
a
flat
as
fell
assertion
ducted among radio officers in
"In our poor way we are tryseconded by Harding, the followdemonstrated
was
it
when
cake
the Lykes Fleet.
ing' to be good Americans but
Lovay moved, Espe seconded, ing point was then taken up:
that no one—employers, union or
(Continued from Page 1)
seems to be hard. We have
It
to adopt. Hooper moved, Sand. "Question of protection of jurisThe vote was a landslide for
News)
(ACA
egotiations for all fishing uni- v igen seconded amendment to diction of component unions in arbitrator — had claimed they
occupied the hall for over 30
ACA. A total of 37 ships voted
time
Some
day.
till
that
SAN
up
1.)
FRANCISCO—
regardPage
strike
on
were
from
Coast,
(Continued
Pacific
ons on the
.
years. We held classes. One
add "that does not include
Alaska." After some discussion
with the following results: ACA
tnongering" and an attempt to ago E. Hermes, assistant operat- 24, CTU 5, challenged 4, inJess of base of operations?" On overtime" at end of clause. the conference moved to protect
Conducting the hearings was taught Finnish dances and
motion of Harding, action on this Amendment, carried, thus carry- the jurisdiction of all MFP affili- Referee Edward Williams. A de- songs to the children. The
tie labor behind the Chamberlain ing manager of the McCormick eligible 4.
point was deferred
ing the motion.
ates in Alaska. Each member cision on the case is expected other was a naturalization class
and pro-war forces in America.
Steamship Company, sent a letter
The' winning of this election
- • (2) "Are you in favor of a
(6) "Are you in favor of coast- union was likewise asked to in- next week. The unemployment for grownups. We had a library
McCormick
all
becoming
to an'end the year old effast
brings
of
is
OCF
4.
The
master
the
to
,gingle joint negotiating commit- wise negotiations?" Adopted.
clude in its agreement some defi- division had originally granted
of both Finnish and American
to the administra- Line vessels instructing them to fort of the CTU (an employer
an
appendage
for
request
s
negotiate
longshoremen'
the
to
Moved
power
full
jurisdiction.
with
%tee
nition of its
books. Our women folk have
Union Picket Clause
RMCA controlled company union)
tion. A classic example of this Instruct the radio officers em...agreements for all organizations,
(7) "Various agreements pro- by Woolf and seconded by Lane. benefits, but the hearing was worked for years cleaning and
to move in on ACA in the Gulf.
employthe
when
the
by
„subject to ratification
was the message of former Vice- ployed by the McCormick Com- The Lykes ,Company has been
vide that there shall be no stop- Carried. Van Erman moved that made necessary
scrubbing and putting up curasensbershlps of the respective or- page of work, except for willful pay for ACA work should not be ers, intent on seeing that Santa tains. Now the books, the cur- President Byron Carney, now pany that the "FCC requires that under agreement with the ACA
ganizations?" Babarovich (1.11411) violation of the agreement. In below ACA standards where the Claus stayed away from at least tains, the furnishing—all are
Oregon director of census, which radio operators keep records in since 1937, but the CTU con
moved to adopt. After lengthy determining willful violations,'do work has been waived to another 4,000 homes in San Francisco, destroyed."
the
by the officers; accordance with certain rules they tended before the NLRB that
complained.
moved
and
in
stepped
(ACWU)
discussion Espe
you believe that the decision union. Referred to the ACA for
Although the Finnish workers was condoned
Radio Officers in this line did no
ko defer action until a decision should rest with a membership action.
Following the union officials attempted to avert the attack by that we should not adopt any have prescribed, etc.," and there- wish to be represented by ACA.
was reached on other points tie- meeting of all MFP unions work(16) "Question of the Bur- on the stand were Fink-Hall cancelling the dance, the maraud- position that would antagonize fore that the masters should see
Croney said, in announcing the
„ins in with it.
ing in the cannery affected?" eau of Fisheries proposed cur- Foisie and Frank Gregory them- ers swooped down. Windows were the administration "as it would to it that the radio officers do
of the election, that th
results
favor
not
in
are
in
you
(8) "If
selves. Under cross- examination broken, doors battered in, furniHarding moved, Hooper seconded, tailment of fishing season
ABSTRACTING FOR THE RMCA, official results of a secret referis
This
jobs."
our
census
hurt
com.• of such a joint negotiating
Bristol Bay, season of 1940." by Gladatein they both admitted ture wrecked and books burned
to adopt. Carried.
a third party to our two party endum conducted by an impartia
very dangerous as the administramittee (a) are you in favor of
(8) "Are you in favor of a After discussion Harding that the longshoremen had no in the bonfire. The plumbing was
bargaining agreement government agency glaringly discollective
a
sharp
has
made
at
present
uniform clauses whenever pos- uniform picket clause?" Hooper moved, Lane seconded, that the part in the strike, but claimed torn down flooding the first floor. tion
McCormick Steamship closed the falsity of CTU claims
the
with
turn to the right. The union bustsible, and (b) a uniform policy moved to adopt. Carried.
resolutions committee draw up that it was a "sympathy strike",
The Hall was a three story
Company.
in this as well as other lines.
Arnold,
of
Thurman
ing
campaign
unions
in regard to wages?” All
(9) "Are you in favor of uni- a request for federal aid for illegal under the contract.
building. First floor was a dance condoning of Dies by Murphy,
This is in open violation of the
were polled and found in favor form clauses for kitchen person- people unemployed t hr on g it
Despite their beliefs they ball and stage. The mezzanine
maritime commission FCC's rule requiring that ALL
of Point 8. Lane moved, San- nel (regardless of which organi- curtailment of the season. The haven't asked Arbitrator Morse had a buffet and a kitchen. On and the
all danger signals. radio officers STAND AN "EFare
scandal
by
amend
to
?"
then
was
seconded
personnel)
such
drigen
resolutions committee
zation supplies
to rule it a stiike, nor have they the third floor was the caretakers'
taken the place of FICIENT 500 KC. LISTENING
has
Patronage
in
(b)
section
striking out
Hooper moved to adopt. Carried. excused to take up its work and complained to Bridges or Schmidt apartment and a gymnasium with
for
the peoples' in- WATCH," and is further violathe
struggle
favor of the next point under
(10) "Are you in favor of 10 a. in. Tuesday.
or called a meeting of the Labor hundreds of dollars worth of
tion of the eight hour working
terests.
Amendment
discussion (4).
Conference reconvened at 10:10 Relations Committee.
uniform termination and conequipment. Furniture, stage setday ruling recently issued by
recogWhile
Red-baiting.
5.
agreethe
in
up:
carried.
took
clauses
and
a.m.
Mutation
tings and equipment were damof the BMIN covering overBridges On Stand
nizing that every red baiter is Fields
(17) "Discussion of injunc(4) "Are you in favor of uni- ment?" Babarovich moved to
aged beyond repair.
time work for radio officers.
stand
the
on
went
Bridges
do
spy,
we
labor
a
ornot
necessarily
form wage increases for all
tions served on the PCFU and
adopt. Carried.
Members of the Finnish FederWe have checked with the
afternoon and backed up
know that every labor spy is a
ganizations (allowing for adjust(11) "Are you in favor of a Maritime Federation by the fish Tuesday
of
at
scoffed
ation
Comcharges
deby
Bulcke
of
Sweetland, ex- FCC, and in addition have had
Monroe
red
baiter.
ments of existing inequalities)?" radio press service?" Sandvigen packing and processing industries. the testimony
SAN FRANCISCO—The recomlongshoremen munism hurled to cover up the ecutive secretary, adopts the line Danny Dreisen, our legislative
Xamps moved to adopt, Babaro- moved adoption. Carried.
Discussion and reports by Kell claring that the
vigilante attack upon the Hall,
mendations of Secretary of Labo
the
with
check
,
unable
were
but
representative
not
were
striking
"foreign
mouthing
by
Dies
moved
Mr.
of
vich seconded. Harding
and Harding on the state of antiUniform Medical Clause
such
Frances Perkins for a truce setwork (1) because longshore correctly pointing out that
at his opponents, who by FCC in Washington as to
smendment to strike out section
(12) "Are you in favor of uni- injunction work in District Coun- to
of a Red agents"
guise
the
under
attacks,
of the Western Unio
tlement
were
assertions
Harms'
withwhether
on
carried
be
cannot
the way, are labor delegates.
In parentheses. Amendment lost. form medical, dental and injury cils 3 and 1, respectively. On work
as
a
a
drive
prelude
being discussed on
are
hunt,'
were
strike
result
and
the
Sweetland must have conferred based on facts,
Bodine and Brost moved that :lawmen in the agreement?" Hard- motion of Bambrick, Attorney out checkers and (2) because the against organized labor.
this week after
lines
picket
the
with Dies before the Klamath was Just what we expected.
eonferez(ce go on record uphold- ing moved, Navea seconded, to Ben
Anderson, handling the longshoremen have no intention
Rathborne, president o
Mervyn
old
tricks
to
his
up
is
Harms
Clerk
Ship
through
walking
of
repThe
labor
speech.
Falls IWA
Antii-Communist Attacked
ing contractual longshore scale of adopt. Babarovich moved amend- PCFU defense work, was invited
the ACA, returned from WashIn the recent Bellingham inci- representatives were red-baited at of making deliberate misstate- ington with the secretary's Coln
hours and wages in Alaska an a ment to add "with the exception to make a verbal report to the picket lines.
The employers have tenta- dent, this correspondent warned the state board of directors meet- ments again.
zninitnum for all longshore work of fishermen (gillnetters and conference.
munication.
tively closed their case after In the pages of the 'Voice' that ing, and at various meetings
Dreisen advises us: "The stateIs the salmon industry. Discus- seiner')." Amendment carried, Plan Alaska Conference
Stating she was acting "in the
of
witnesnumber
a
to
presenting
letter
in
Harms'
made
ments
sion. Lonergran moved an amend- carrying motion.
In these drives by the Ku-Klux- since.
(18) "Question of an Alaska
interest," Miss Perkin
public
the
and
Schmidt
Henry
_went that conference go on recKlan and the "Better Business
This incidentally is the same the masters of McCormick Line
(18) "Are you in favor of the conference to be held as soon as es.
lOrd favoring a minimum wage and packers supplying the bedding, possible." Hansen reports that longshore dispatchers testified
Builders" ostensibly against the program of the clique in the vessels are DELIBERATE MIS- recommended:
Wednesday morning.
1. That all employes now on
,overtime rate. Amendment lost. pillows and mattresses?" Woolf such a conference at Ketchikan
"Reds", t h e purported drive American Labor Party in New STATEMENTS AND SHOULD
accused
Glitdsteln
."
Meanwhile,
be offered imtnediate reCHALLENGED
strike
BE
Motion carried.
against CommunisIn is merely a York which refused to nominate
moved adoption. Anderson moved would need financial support outcompany On
(5) "Are you in favor of a to amend that the men shall not side of Alaska. Olorson reports on M. B. Plant, emPloye attorney, of smoke screen fora drive on the and who fought Michael D. Quill,
All radio officers are again ad- instatement by the
wage." be required to carry their bedding "Alaska for Alaskans" propa- conducting a one-man filibuster CIO and eventually all organized New York's only CIO council- vised that they should not do any the same basis existing prior to
guaranteed seasonal
loss of
the labor.
man, because Quill refused to en- abstracting or any other clerical the strike without
ashore. Babarovich moved an ganda. On motion of Espe, sec- in an attempt to hold up
reading
was
Plant
hearings.
seniority.
What happened in Aberdeen is dorse their pro-Chamberlain, pro- work for RMCA. You are reamendment to the amendment to onded by Hegeberg, the confer2. That the company resume
except independent fishermen ence called for an Alaskan con- everything he could get his hands conclusive proof of this. It will be war stand. Quill, who was en- quired to keep reasonably accurrelwas
recalled that in the Aberdeen vi- dorsed by the national CIO con- ate copies of your messages by the former practice (suspended
from this clause. Amendments ference to be held as soon as pos- on, whether the material
evant or not, in an attempt to de- olence the home of H. I. Tucker vention, was defeated for council law, but no abstracts. The proper prior to the calling of the
sible.
and original motion carried.
Mikesell moved that the follow- lay the whole matter and see that was stoned. And Tucker, during by this clique. There is a definite procedure is to MAIL in your strike) of dealing with grievThe conference then recessed
unemployuntil 7:10 p.m. Upon reconven- ing point be added to the agenda: longshoremen get no
the recent I. W. A. convention in tie-up between the ALP and the messages at the end of the voy- ances between members of the
age, deducting the price of the American Communications Asing the following points were "That this conference inform the ment insurance for as long as pos- Klamath Falls was one of the OCF.
public and the packers that we re- sible.
taken up:
most vociferous red-baiters to dis6. The chances of labor defeat- mailing costs from message tolls sociation and the company.
3. That the union immedi(14) "What wage increases quire all new equipment installed resolution calling for compulsory rupt the convention. YET TUCK- ing this position in convention collected for the voyage—or betdo you want in 1940, if any-" or used in the industry to be sanitary inspection of all can- ER WAS SINGLED OUT FOR was shown to be hopeless by the ter yet, let a representative of ately call off the strike and return to work.
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Meetings called to order at
the usual time. B. J. O'Sullivan wielded the gavel and
John Lewis pushed the pencil
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Lumber Baron Calls
For 'Vigilante Gang'
'Check
Federal
Law'

Portland Section
MFP Secretcry

MFP Men
Flay OCF
War Stand

Guard Civil
Rights, Sez
Oregon MFP

PORTLAND — MFP leaders joined in denouncing the
Oregon Commonwealth Federation's resolution on war
during a vigorous, hour-long
verbal battle at the Portland
Industrial Union Council
meeting.
Three MFP men—all members of the Commonwealth Fed-

PORTLAND.—Resolutions
calling on President Roosevelt
to protect all progressive organizations from violations of
their civil rights by the Dies
committee, supporting t h e
pardon applications of KingRamsay-Conner and opposing
the transfer of American

Page Seven
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San Pedro Section
Longshoremen
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business indices has not th.ought was demanded th's, week by the vices on the waterfront. While of a r b it r a t i o n implanted as docks we are soliciting aid of 'Al
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decision will not be ready for sev- comparable
Portland
fair-minded ship owners and conreduction in relief Portland Industrial Union Coun- these machines can relieve Long-."good."
Locals of the UCAPAWA repre- eral weeks.
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rolls or waiting lists eligible for , en'
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127 S. W. Broadway
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(Broadway at Ankeny)
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shipbuilding
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in
licivil
preserve
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Ship ouilding, 1 to Newmeasure
NEW YORK.—Headed back to
part of the liberal legislation en- Brazil on the ,SS. Uraguay are the port News. "We may look for the the AFL and certain reactionary spots of the world. Isn't it far
Marine Cooks & Stets ards
more sensible to keep up the
acted both in the State and in the complete crew of the Esso tanker most feverish shipbuilding cam- employers."
purchasing power of these 1000
pai
gn
t
he
City of Los Angeles.
world
Association of the Pacific
has ever seen to
Pan Bolivar. Signed on in Santos
the
longshoremen who spend
;
Levelop in the near future," prePhone BB. 2481
to replace' a German crew on the
U. S. Custom House Broker
almost every penny they earn
210 Governor Bldg.
Panamanian flag ship, the crew diets the American Machinist. "Its
Insurance—Real Estate—Notary
right here in the harbor area?
the
k war, of course, and it will
[J OHN J. FOUGEROUSE,
demanded American wages, a 50
Office: Fisherman's Co-Op Ass's
The un:on proposes that the
Agt.
action
Telephone SAN PEDRO 4557
by the unions
per cent bonus for going into the
WASHINGTON—There is now new machinery be used; that it
to get aneYrss.h"are of the profits for
P. 0. Box 1241 San Pedro, Cal.
war zone and war risk insurance,
a total of 40 C-2 ships on order , save the men from back breaking
. Wor
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For the United States Maritime work; but that minimum stand—
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Shell Oil
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Commission. This completed the lard gangs of men be guaranteed
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first class fare back to Brazil.
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Jack
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E.
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No
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Warns Of Drive On
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Alaska Cannery Workers
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CIO Asks Pardon
For KingRamsay-Conner

ORE.

Jobless Pay
Hearing Ends

Production Up,
Oust NLRB Head,
But WPA
Roils Aren't Down

9th Ave. Cafe

CIO Calls Civil
Liberties Parley
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Fishermen's Convention Maps Unity Plans ILWU 1-8 Joins Farm-Labor
Joe Jurich Unity Campaign In Kern
San Francisco

UFU Fights
For Herring
Regulations

UFU Fights Ship
Deal, Backs
Farm-Labor

SEATTLE.—T h e Puget
Sound District Council, United Fishermen's Union,
swung into action this week
meeting
membership
regular
the
FRANCISCO.—At
SAN
to
secure Alaska herring inat
30,
November
of San Francisco Branch, held on Friday,
dustry regulations which will
were
actions
important
of
number
a
Hall,
Fishermen's
Crab
protect labor's interests.
taken.
The Council approved a brief
the
in
membership
for
applications
of
question
the
On
Vnion, a recommendation from.Fishermen's International conventhe UFUP Coastwise Executive tion in 'Bellingham, Washington,
Board was -unanimously concur- which convened on December 4,
red in. T h e recommendation and also as a delegate to the Uniadopted is as follows:
ted Fishermen's Union Conven"That no new applications for
tion to be held immediately afterboats
anyone seeking work on the
wards in Tacoma. Brother Batinengaged in the Pilchard-Sardine ovich left last Friday, with Dave
Industry be acted upon, but that
Thomas, Business Agent of the
all who now have permits shall California District, to drive up to
to
made
valid
have these permits
Washington for these conventions.
W
April 1, 1940; and that no others
be issued unless jot) is posted for
twenty-four hours and not taken
Resolutions adopted were a s
by a member in good standing.
support of Earl King,
Then the Agent will be author- follows: in
Frank Conized to grant such permit. All Ernest Ramsay, and
members of the Deep Sea Fisher- ner and endorsing their applicamen's Union (Halibut) in good tions for pardon; for Farmer-Lastanding shall be entitled to per- her Unity and in support of the
tnit pending further action by the Simon J. Lubin Society; and a
International. All permits shall resolution against the transfer of
foreign regCost $12.00, good to April 1, American ships to
istry.
1940."
Several important matters were
referred to a special meeting
which was to be held on the morning of December let. However,
Brother Matt Batinovich was the meeting could not be held as
elected as delegate from San scheduled as so much fish was
morning and the
Francisco Branch to attend the brought in that
boats were late in getting unprill"IIINIVNIFNIP"IIIINVIIII"IIIIIM loaded. A special meeting will be
N called on the first morning the
fishermen have stayed in after a
blow.

Resolutions:

Delegate Sent
To Conventions

1

SCOTTISH1
Boats
RITE 1 131 Sardine
F. Bay Area

S.
,1
Temple Association InSAN
FRANCISCO—There are
1
r
131. purse seine boats fishing for
1290 Sutter St. 1 sardines
in the San Francisco
Boats
Bay Area at present.
4
+
fishing for this dark on
1 started
the night of November 30, and
1 the first night's fishing was exMEETING
m ceptionally good, with 117 boats

1 HALLS;

delivering about 12,000 tons of
fish the following morning. This
represented the best night's fishing for the entire season. Approximately 29,000 tons of sardines were delivered during the
first four night's fishing from
November 30 to December 4.
According to statements given
to the Union from the Fish and
Game Commission, there are 70,000 tons in all yet to be brought
in for reduction purposes for the
remainder of the season. There
AiAla.alL..alle..4iAh.AbhAhallii..J. is no limit on the catching of sar4
dines for canning purposes while
The Place to Eat and Drink—
the sardine season is open. However, there are only a few plants
operating as canneries only, and
If the good fishing conditions
continue and good weather condiEMBARCADERO,S. F.
tions continue, this month's fishMIKE MULLALY, Prop.
ing may use up the entire quota
for reduction purposes. How•••••11.410.41.4.4.0••••01.....0••11-.0.•••••••••••••••••••••••1
I
the sardine season does not
ever,
25 Years of Famous Service
close officially until February 15,
1940.
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[
Lodges and Affairs 1
+
4
4
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Reports on
Union Gains

Fishermen

United

If You Want
A Quiet Hotel
away from the noisy waterfront, an
easy level walk to your union hall,
or most docks, then come to the
Alpine. 200 rooms, plenty of steam
heat, hot water; large shower on
each fluor; reading room and game
rooms; sun deck; Inner spring
mattresses.

$3.00 Wk. up-75c Day up

ALPINE HOTEL
480 Pine
Between Rearny and Montgomery

drawn up by a special committee
of Seattle Local No. 4 for submission to the Bureau of Fisheries and dispatched a member of
the committee to Washington,
D. C., to confer with the Bureau
on the fishermen's demands.
Members of the committee were
John Dale, chairman; Olaf Lean
and Lowell Wakefield. Union officers Paul Dale and Joseph Jurich; Laverne Wakefield, who
headed the UFU committee on
regulations last spring; Guy Alston of the Reduction Workers,
and others assisted the committee in the preparation of the
brief.
Reaffirming the union's support of conservation, the statement to the Bureau insisted that
"the type of regulations be such
as to not only conserve the supply of fish, but to at the same
time assist in stabilizing the industry and make possible the
earning of a living wage by fishermen and shore workers."
The brief declared that "the
regulations enforced during the
last season accomplished few of
the proper ends of regulation.
The quota system employed in
the Kodiak and Prince William
Sound areas forced each boat and
each plant into a mad scramble
for fish. It defeated the ends of
conservation by forcing fishermen
to take, and plants to accept,
small fish that would have better
been allowed to escape. It led
to a short season for operators
and shore workers . . and, in
Kodiak, to a closing of the season at the very time when the
largest amounts of mature herring were available.
Grossly Unfair
"The practice in Southeastern
Alaska of closing areas to fishing
as soon as the herring showed in
those areas," the statement continued, "was grossly unfair to the
fishermen anti smacked more of
politics than of scientific regulation."
In this connection, the brief
strongly urged that "regulations once made stick for the
season, so that men who travel
one and two thousand miles to
make a living shall have some
Idea of what they are up
against before they start out."
Recommendations for regulations, whfch the brief detailed for
each area, can be summarized as
follows: limitation of the number of boats and a quota, or permit, system, for each plant. It
was felt that this would stabilize
the fishing and make unnecessary
a shortening of the season. In
general, a maximum of five boats
to the plant was suggested, together with quotas of 70,000 barrels to the plant in Southeastern
Alaska, 90,000 in Prince William
Sound and 100,000 in Kodiak.
Closed Period Recommended
Realizing that such quotas
would seem high to certain parties, the brief recommended a 48hour closed period each week on
those grounds where the fishing
has been the heaviest in Kodiak
and Southeastern. In Southeastern, the weekly closing would be
from Armstrong light to Sitka
Sound; in Kodiak, the east side
of Shelikoff Straits from Point
Banks to Cape Alitak. All other
areas would be open at all times.
This would relieve the pressure
on the present fishing grounds
and facilitate the prospecting of
other areas, the brief declared.
The brief also called upon
the Bureau of Fisheries to ex:.
tend its scientific studies, both
along the lines of developing
new fishing grounds, and along
the lines of reviving the salt
herring industry and extending
the use of the herring as a food
fish. It was pointed out that
British Columbia is now engaged in canning 250,000 cases
of herring.
The Bureau should have a
proper vessel manned by a crew
of union fishermen in the field
before and after the commercial.
herring season, the brief pointed
out, and the tagging program
should be expanded to all areas.
Union support in getting the necessary appropriations for this
and other parts of the scientific
program was pledged.
It is understood that the bureau expects to work out regulations for the 1940 season by the
15th of this month. Rumor has
it that present plans of some persons connected with the bureau
are for rigid ,district quotas
smaller than those allowed last
season, or a shortening of the
season to two months, or both.
Committee member Lowell

UFU to Appeal
AFL Order
The temporary restraining order granted in October to the
A F of L enjoining the Fish ReOperators from holding an elecduction Workers and the Plant
tion to determine the union preference of the reduction workers,
was made permanent December 4,
In the court of Judge Bray, Contra Costa County, Local 24, UF
UP, (San Pablo Bay Area Fish
Workers' Union) have announced
through their Attorney George
Andersen, that an appeal from
this order will be filed in the near
future.
The action of Judge Bray in
granting a permanent injunction against the holding of an
election will cause great disappointment among the reduction workers in the Area. They
feel they have every right to
determine the Union which the
majority of them prefer,
through a secret ballot. This
was a stipulation of the Memorandum Agreement under
which the reduction workers
went to work at the beginning
of the fishing this season.
Local 24, UFUP, intends to
continue t o fight this case
through the offices of the National Labor Relations Board, and
any other means they may deem
necessary to bring a genuine
Union to the fish reduction workers of the Bay Area.

Shark Catch Is
2 to 3 Tons Per Day
SAN FRANCISCO. — Shark
catches have been averaging 2 to
3 tons per day, the best so far
this season. This month will
probably see the end of the shark
fishing, as they seem to disappear
around January. There are new
24 boats fishing for shark in this
area, a number of which have
come down from Seattle for this
purpose.

Albacore Fishermen
Ask $775 a Ton
Saturday night a mass meeting
of albacore fishermen was held in
the Japanese Fishermen's Hall on
Terminal Island. The meeting
was poorly attended, but the fishermen that were present felt that
the price for next year should not
be less than $175.00 per ton, and
many of them were of the opinion
that it should be at least $200.00
a ton as they stated it was impossible to make any money for
the season at a smaller price.
Another meeting of these fishermen will be held after the other
ports on the Pacific Coast have
stated their opinions as to what
price these fish should be sold at.

Owner Intimidation
Fails
SAN PEDRO--Recently, due to
the fact that one of the members
aboard the boat Jadran mentioned over the radio that the boat
must have shrak or had something happen to it because out of
the estimated 75 ton of fish they
only got a ticket for 62 tons. Mr.
Bogdanovith, the owner of the
French Sardine Canning Company, told the captain of this boat
that unless he fired this member
off the boat, he could not deliver
any more fish to his plant.
This move to intimidate members of the boats is contrary 'to
the laws of the country, and after
this was pointed out to the owner
of the cannery, he withdrew the
ultimatum and the brother is still
on the boat.

'Yanks Not Coming'
Accepted By Crew
After They See It
SS KING, Nov. 18. — Reversing
Its earlier position the crew of the
King voted to accept and pay for
the copies of "The Yanks Are
NOT Corning" sent to them.
Wakefield was selected by the
fishermen's interests in WashingCouncil to represent the herring
ton.
The UFU's Puget Sound Council is conducting a similar campurse seiners in Alaska and has
paign on behalf of the salmon
sent a brief to Washington outlining their needs.

(Continued from Page 1)
Fishermen's Union were represented on this Council.
At the same time, the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific, by its
economic might and political
strength, provided a powerful
stimulus in the organizational
program of the fishing groups
which had all affiliated by enabling them with the cooperation of
the cannery workers and maritime groups, to secure signed
agreements with the Canned Salmon industry of Alaska.
The Federated Fishermen's
Council was recognized right
along as a transitional step towards a more solid amalgamation and last year at the annual convention of the Council,
that body was officially dissolved and the present Internation.
al created.
Jurich Reports
Work of the International in
its first year of existence can best
be summed up in the words of
J. F. Jurich, Secretary-Treasurer,
who in his report to the Convention declared:
"The International Fishermen and Allied Workers of
America represents the hopes
and aspirations of progressive
workers materializing — that
the onward march of this body
would bring greater power to
its memkership for securing
better wages and conditions, at
the same time giving us political power to safeguard this
greatest of natUral resources,
through proper legislation and
a sound workable conservative
program.
"In the brief period of
its existence, the International
Fishermen and Allied Workers
of America, officially being established with the meeting of
the Executive Board, May 2nd,
1939, has already made its existence felt, having closed shop
agreements at La Conner, Point
Roberts, Blaine, also joint salmon agreements for Fall fresh
fishing on Puget Sound—these
In addition to the agreements
which the affiliates of the International have previously
had. All the affiliates have sesured as good, and, in most inbetter,
agreements
stances
than in 1938."
Jurich thanked the Maritime
Federation for the assistance
rendered in behalf of the fishing groups. "The importance of
the assistance of the work of the
Maritime Federation and its District Councils to the affiliates of
the International cannot b e
stressed too highly. It can only
be fully appreciated by an examination of the results achieved by
the Federation."
Commends "Voice"
Jurich commended the "Voice"
official organ of the International, for the excellent publicity it
has given the fishing groups, exhorted the delegates to keep the
paper better supplied with news
of its affiliates and members.
"The Voice has done a good
job, as well as can be expected,
declared Jurich, "but more
news directly from the fishermen and the affiliates of the
International themselves must
be sent to the editor of the
Voice, if they wish to take full
advantage of the publicity afforded by its wide distribution.
Further, it must be emphasized
that the affiliates see to it that
the VOICE IS DISTRIBUTED
AMONGST THEIR OWN MEMBERS."
Brother Jurich in his report
also endorsed the stand of the
Maritime Federation in its slogan
"The Yanks Are Not Coming."
Speaking on the curtailment
program which the Bureau of
Fisheries is recommending for
Bristol Bay during the 1940 season, Jurich announced "We can-

HOTEL TIMES
440 Pacific, near Montgomery
Hot Water, Bath, Shower
50c Day; $2.00 Week; $8.00 Mo, Up
Telephone SUtter 0898

Phone DOuglas 3516

D'AUGUSTA
Cleaners and Dyers
LAUNDRY SERVICE-100% Union
663 Union Street I near Powell)
SAN FRANCISCO

Works With
Lubin
Society
SAN FRANCISCO—Every
farmer in Kern County will
learn the truth about the last
session of the State Legislature through the efforts of
Warehousemen's Union 1-6.
As the first step in a FarmerLabor Unity Campaign sponsored
by the Simon J. Lubin Society,
the Warehousemen took over the
distribution of 3000 copies of
"The Legislature Forecloses" in
the Kern County area. Showing
the parallel in farmer and labor
legislative needs, the pamphlet
tells the story of the complete
wreck of Governor Olson's legislative program in the last session.
"With the special session near
at hand, it is necessary that farm
voters as well as labor be prepared to direct their legislators
toward the needs of the people,"
stated H. A. Richmon, educational committee member who spoke
in favor of the campaign.
"The Warehousemen are sick
and tired of the Associated Farmers and stooge organizations that
claim to represent the farmers.
They misrepresent the Unions to
the farmers and the farmers to
the Unions. It is time both labor
and farmers were allowed to realize that their problems are common ones," he said.

"Mr. Roth and Mr. Folsie have told Mr. Mayer they
consider him the ideal type for our waterfront union organizer."
SAN PEDRO AND SAN DIEGO CANNERY DELIVERIES
(For the Period of Nov. 16th-2:3111, Incl.)
SPECIES
SAN PEDRO DISTRICT SAN DIEGO DISTRICT
693
Albacore
22,282
5,345
Bonito
6,859,020
77,363
Mackerel
10,434,662
Sardine
228,720
382,797
Skipjack
.
294,483
1,193,063
Tuna, Yellowfin
20,800
Yellowtail
The above figures subject to correction after complete check at
close of month.
DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME.
Bureau of Marine Fisheries.
The total mackerel poundage delivered at Newport was 2,195.340.
not oppose this curtailment program simply on the basis that it
will cause unemployment in the
fishing industry. The recommendation of the Maritime Federation's Pre-Negotiating Conference
held in Portland, Oregon, Nov.
27th, calling for an displacement
of workers in Alaska to be offset
by a proper rehabilitation program is a step forward in answer
to this problem."
Speaking on the organizational
progra rn of the International,
Jurich said, "An organizational
program for the organizing of the
unorganized and unifying the
groups of the various workers in
the fishing industry (S. E. Alaska, Kodiak—s a 1 m o n ; Oregon,
Washington, California—salmon,
crab trawl, albacore, pilchard,
sardine, etc.) to complete arrangements with the NMU and
CIO • and others in the joint organizational campaign on the
Gulf and whatever effort can be
expended in the organization of
the fishermen on the East Coast
and the Great Lakes, as any district remaining unorganized is a
threat to the organized fishermen
because of their low pay and poor
conditions in these districts, is
essential."
The report also contained the
recommendation of the International for an expansion of the
Bureau of Fisheries "to the extent that a thorough scientific
Investigation and survey of all
fisheries resources be made and
that this department also conduct
an investigation for tii uses to
which fisheries products can be
economically
and
successfully

WATERFRONT
14 Joe Says:

Pedro Sardine
Fishing Flops
SAN PEDRO—Sardine fishing
this dark day in San Pedro was
a complete failure up till Monday,
when approximately 1500 ton
came in. A few of the boats had
brought in small loads of sardines
and mackerel before that time.
The small scoop net boats fishing mackerel are continuing to
make good catches daily, with
some of them getting as high as
five and six ton a day.

used, tieing this in with the program, stressing the importance of
the enforcement of the regulations of the Bureau and the
establishment of a long range
sound conservation progra m,
which will take in the previously
outlined calling for a 5 year program for the elimination of traps
and other monopolistic gear."
The Convention is expected to
adjourn December 8th or 9th.

The
Anchorage
Hotel
126 Jackson St.
EX. 9770
Newly Renovated Simmons Beds—
All New Furnishings.
Hot and Cold Running Water
in Every Room.

NMU fo Organize
WC Tankers

Rates: 50e up, per day
$2.50 up, per week
$10.00 up, per month

NEW YORK.
The NMU will
soon undertake to reorganize the
West Coast tanker field, it was
announced this week. "The prospects are excellent and numerous
ships' crews have already requested NMU books," the NMU said.

Come in and Look Us Over

Schlitx on Tap—Bottled Beers

•FINE WATCHES
and 414..WELRY

ALASKA INN
San Pedro's Newest Modern Cafe
Finest Wines, Liqueurs, Whiskies,
Mixed Drinks, Excellent Food
BARTENDERS
Geo. Yerkovich—Nick Baskovich
125 W. 6th St., Ph 5454, San Pedro

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING

JOE ROBINS
418 W. SIXTH ST.
Phone 0456
San Pedro, Calif.

NEW DEAL CASH MARKET

Phone 2022

1605 Center St.
Business Phone 5873

k

Quality Laundry Service
100% UNION
2031 Pacific Ave.

UNION ICE & STORAGE
423 W. 18th at.
Phone S. P. 3290
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.

!SHELL OIL GO., INC.
TOM JAN KOVICH

MARIN HOTEL & RESTAURANT
146 --- EMBARCADERO --- 148

1

BAHHEL HOUSE

88

EMBARCADERO, S. F.
..............................................

SPEED LUNCH
'

Phone 1339

Zenith

RCA Victor

ZENITH RADIO SHOP

Cooperative
Dairy
Lunch

32-VOLT FISHING
BOAT RADIOS

MARKET ST.
San Francisco
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U. S. BAKING CO.
John Miletich, Ben Kralfev, Props.
We Specialize in French Bread and
Rolls
Quick Service Any Time
Ask for Our Bread
1200 So. Centre St.
San Pedro, Cal.

Shell Oil Co. Products

I

Goodyear Tires
Hobbs Batteries
Ph. 3314

9th and Palos Verdes
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DR. A. ZIMMERMAN
Examination and Advice

•
WONDERFUL BOX
LUNCH INCLUDES

PALOS VERDES
CAFE

X-Rays—Plates—Inlays—Repairs
Credit Extended—Low Prices
NO CASH DOWN—You Pay Later

ONLY 25 CENTS

Choice Beer and Wines
good Food — Open from
6 a. m. to 2 a. m.
Demetrio Martinez, Prop.

ALWAYS OPEN

N. M. U. Bo:* No. 1442
430 So. Palos Verdes Si.
San Pedro, Calif.
Phone 6330
...
..

Transparent Plate
DENTIST

THREE (3) SANDWICHES
PIE, CAKE AND FRUIT

72
EMBARCADERO

Medak Bros.

Business Phone San Pedro 5165
Residence Phones
San Pedro 5045-W or 5649-M

EVERYTHIN GOOD TO

FERRY
BUFFET

Phone 1240
1245 So. Center St.
Imported and Domestic Goods
Tony Pericich
Nick Pericich
Vincent Karmelich
Matt Pericich

Phone 519
922 5. Pacific Ave.
San Pedro, Calif.

100% UNION

Italian Restaurant

EAT and DRINK at the

13th AND CENTER GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET

J. Moskovita, Proprietor

PIER 23

JOE McNULTY says:

One Day Service
San Pedro, Cal.

Agent
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Night Phone 1884-J

Doran & Pierce

Residence Phones 2425, 4965W
A. Mardecich
Martin V. Tipich
John A. Mardecich

COME TO THE
FOR CLEAN, COMFORTABLE ROOM AND BEST MEALS

'mew

•

An ideal home for working men
who wish to live clean, quietly
and Inexpensively.

SAN PEDRO

ICE AND REFRIGERATORS

41111,01......•••••111.

Everything New and Clean

The Upper Crust

SEE THIS NEW

San Pedro, 465 W. 6th St.
Open 9 to 6—Phone 5052

-

